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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Code A0087XS A0087S A0087M A0087L A0087XL

‘A’ Size (cm) 915 - 945 946 - 980 981 - 1015 1016 - 1050 1051 - 1085

Pack size (cm) 118 x 43 x 45 118 x 45 x 45 118 x 48 x 45 119 x 49 x 45 120 x 52 x 50

Total weight 36kg 38 kg 40 kg 42 kg 47 kg

Pitching 
weight*

19kg 21kg 23kg 25kg 27kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

Suitable for 
vehicles with an 
A-frame size of
915 - 1085cm

Pitch
Time
20 mins

Air
Full Awning

The Pluto is a traditionally styled full air awning. This is a true top of 
the range, luxury air awning with performance, style, classic looks 
and durability built in. This is a full awning, which means that 
it goes around the entire awning channel on your caravan. This 
gives it a stronger, more weather tight connection against your 
caravan and utilises 100% of the space against your caravan. 
It also ensures that all of the windows are free from obstruction. 

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which 
is an all weather, premium fabric that will last for years. The 
high performance coating on the fabric gives it an extremely 
high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you from the 
harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to 
it making it feel as good as it looks. The Advanced Air System 
gives you single inflation from the start, ease of use and reliability. 

You get Super-tubes which are larger, stronger and more rigid 
than its rivals. This allows the awning to have less beams making 

the inside far more roomy and more aesthetically pleasing. The 
high specification bravo pump also makes it easier to inflate. 
There are no hidden extras here, you even get a veranda pole. It 
can also be extended with 1 or 2 annexes allowing you to increase 
the living or storage space if required.

The removable front and side panels make it easier to pick 
up and slide though your awning channel, helping to make this 
awning easier to erect. The front and side panels have large 
tinted windows giving excellent sun cover and every panel has 
a large double layered mesh window allowing you to have very 
high levels of airflow when the weather is nice. Pano-view gives  
you extra window area and greater, more panoramic views than 
all of its rivals and features maximum sized windows to give you 
the very best views. They go lower to the floor letting more light 
in adding that extra feeling of space and light all the time. The 
awning also features side doors which include an additional 
window panel, giving even more views and light in from the side.

Features
|   HydroTech cotton touch fabric.   |   Advanced 

air system.   |   Single point inflation.   |   2 Year full 
warranty.   |   Any season awning.   |   Anti-Weather 
system.   |   Internal blinds (zipped).   |   Pano View.   |    
Annex ready.   |   UV 50+ Protection.   |   Pop up inner 

tent ready.   |   Emergency support system.  |
|   Removable panels.  |  Super tubes.  |   Ventilation 

windows and doors (very large).  |  Rain safe canopy.  
|  Curtain pole ready.   |  Can be used as a canopy  |  

Tinted windows.   |   Draft skirt and wheel cover.   |
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Code A0420 A0421

Width 330 cm 375 cm

Pack size 96 x 41 x 32 cm 98 x 43 x 34 cm

Total weight 25.5 kg 27.5 kg

Pitching weight* 11.5 kg 12.5 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

VEGA
The Vega is a luxury modern porch air awning packed with 
everything you need, complete with extra features you’ll just 
love and comes in two sizes (330 and 375 cm). It features the 
luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which is an all weather, 
premium fabric that will last for years. The high performance 
coating on the fabric gives it an extremely high weatherproof 
rating and helps protect it and you from the harmful U.V. rays. 
The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to it making it feel as 
good as it looks.

The removable front and side panels make this easier to pick 
up and slide though your awning channel, helping to make 
this awning easier to erect. It also allows you to use the awning 
without the panels as a premium air sun canopy. The Vega also 
comes with double beading (both 4 and 6mm) so it can be used 
on a caravan or motor home/camper (height dependant).

You also have the option of a clip in inner tent or adding optional 
annexes giving more space and more options for expansion.

The doors feature a full size window giving you even more light 
and a full ‘Pano View’ allowing you to see out from any direction. 
This un-rivalled view helps bring the outside in, giving you the very 
best of both no matter the weather. All the windows feature fully 
zipped internal blinds as well.

You get the brilliant Advanced Air System which gives you 
single inflation from the start, plus in the unlikely event of an 
issue you have with the ability to remove tubes on-site, by 
yourself, allowing you to fix quickly and continue enjoying your 
break. You also get the high specification bravo pump making it 
easier to inflate than ever before. 

The awning comes with storm straps as standard with storm strap 
pockets allowing you to put them away safely and securely when 
taking the awning down. This stops them getting tangled up with 
the canvas making the awning easier to pack away. 

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
240 - 255 cm

Pitch
Time
15 mins

Air
Porch Awning

Features
   |  HydroTech cotton touch fabric.  |  Advanced air 
system.  |  Single or multi point inflation.  |  2 Year 
warranty.  |  Any season awning.   |  Anti-Weather 
system.   |  Internal blinds (zipped).   |  Pano View.   
|  Annex ready.   |  UV 50+ Protection.   |  Pop up 
inner tent ready.   |  Removable panels (can be 

used without panels).   |  Super tubes.   |  Ventilation 
windows and doors (very large).   |  Double 

beading.   |  Tinted windows.  |   Rear draught pads     
|   Rear legs   Draft skirt and wheel cover.   |
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Item Code A0089

Width 200 cm

Pack size 25 x 25 x 81 cm

Total weight 7.6 kg

Pitching weight* 6.6 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

UNIVERSAL AIR
This is the universal, tall air annex. It is designed to fit and match 
the Pluto and Vega awnings, but also fits the Omega and Aries 
awnings (just does not match colour wise. It simply zips into 
place and can be used on either side of the awnings, or you can 
put one on both ends adding over 4M of extra storage or extra 
sleeping compartments.

It uses the HydraDore SL PRO fabric which gives you a high 
specification fabric, whilst still keeps the weight down ensuring 
this is still a very lightweight annex and helping to ensure it can 
be pitched by a single person. The added durability of the 
HydraDore SL PRO fabric means it will last longer and perform 
better for a longer period. 

The annex comes with a privacy panel which can be put in place 
between the annex and your awning to give additional privacy or 
just to block off the annex.

It uses the efficient Air Erect System (AES) which is very simple 
and easy to use system which makes the awning extremely easy 
to inflate and easy to erect, so much so that it can even be done 
by one person.

An additional (optional for use) storm pole is already included. 
The storm pole can be used to take some of the flex out of the air 
annex, or as a handy place to hang a light, or not even used at 
all, its up to you.

The annex has a zipped door to the rear allowing it to be used 
to exit or enter without the need to go through the main awning.

The annex adds extra storage room, extra space or can be 
used with the optional (purchased separately) inner tent as a 
bedroom, giving you loads of extra options for your awning.

Air
Annex

Can be used 
with the following 

models:
Pluto • Vega

Omega • Aries

Pitch
Time
5 mins

Air annex shown on vega awning (purchased separately )

Features
   |  HydraDore SL Pro lightweight fabric.   |   Quick 

drying.   |   Air erect system.   |   Single point 
inflation.   |   Single person pitch.   |   Anti-Weather 
system.   |   UV 50+ Protection.   |   Inner tent ready.   

|  Very lightweight.   |   Storm pole.   
|  Privacy panel.   |
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* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.
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Item Code A0090

Width 350 cm

Pack size 103 x 28 x 26 cm

Total weight 9.5 kg

Pitching weight * 6.25 kg

DORADO
The Dorado comes in one size and is all about ease of use. It 
combines the naturally easy nature of a lightweight awning 
along with the simply and very easy to use Air Erect System 
(AES)  means you get one of the simplest and easiest to use 
awnings available. 

The efficient Air Erect system  combines simplistic reliability  
and ease of use in one great system. The system is kept simple, 
making it very easy to use and extremely reliable as there is little 
to go wrong; a perfect combination.

The use of a single air beam ensures this awning is single 
inflation and  means that this awning  can be erected in as little 
as 12 repetitions. Combine this with the excellent lightweight 
HydraDore SL fabric means that this awning can easily be 
erected by one person. The fabric is also very quick to dry 
making the awning easier to manage and use.

Added stability can be gained by the optional storm poles 
(purchased separately) giving you benefit in adverse weather 
conditions and making this lightweight awning great for use in 
many different weather conditions.

The large windows on the awning allow a great amount of light 
inside and the front panel features two independent doors that 
can be zipped together as one large panel. The panel can also be 
used as a sun canopy when used with the optional (purchased 
separately) canopy pole kit. This allows you to use the front as 
doors, sun canopies or both a door and canopy. You can even 
roll the entire front up and doors back to give you a great large 
canopy.

The Dorado also comes with double beading (both 4 and 6mm) 
so it can be used on a caravan or motor home/camper (height 
dependant). This really is an extremely easy awning to erect, use 
and live with; the perfect, lightweight air awning.

Air
Porch Awning

Pitch
Time
10 mins

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Dorado awning shown with optional canopy pole kit (purchased separately ) Features
|   HydraDore SL very lightweight fabric.   |   Air 

erect system.   |   Single point inflation.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   Anti-Weather 
system.   |   Internal blinds.   |   UV 50+ Protection.

Quick drying.   |   Independant front panels. |   Sun 
canopy front panel.   |   Pop up inner tent tent 

ready.   |   Ventilation side doors. (large).   |   Double 
beading.   |   Built in ventilation.   |   Rear draught 

pads   |   Draft skirt and wheel cover.   |
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Item Code A0102 A0103

Width 200 cm 240 cm

Pack size 115 x 25 x 25 cm 115 x 25 x 30 cm

Total weight 10 kg 10.5 kg

Pitching weight* 6.25 kg 7 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

LYNX
The Lynx comes in two sizes, the 200 and 240 and is a lightweight 
awning with a small footprint. Extremely easy to use, easy enough 
to erect by one person.

The small size is perfect when space is at a premium and when 
you only want a small porch. Whilst small the Lynx is still large 
enough for two chairs and a small table. The use of the efficient 
and simple Air Erect System (AES) means that the tubes are 
independent of each other and can be inflated with as little as 
twelve repetitions on the pump. It comes with a storm pole to add 
stability in adverse weather conditions.

Featuring the lightweight HydraDore SL fabric that gives 
you great performance in a lightweight fabric which makes this 
awning even easier to erect, use and store away when not in use. 
The fabric also dries quickly, making it even easier to manage.

The oversized large front window on the Lynx allows a huge 
amount of light into the awning, making it feel roomy and gives 
the perfect views when inside. All the windows feature internal 
blinds giving you privacy when needed and light and views when 
not.

The Lynx 200 is also the perfect awning for all Swift Basecamp 
owners. It fits the rear of the caravan so well you would believe 
that it has been designed to do so. It fills the entire rear section 
of the Basecamp creating the perfect extra covered area on 
your van. The draught pads simply push against the side of the 
caravan to give you a good seal and help keep the weather out.

The Lynx also comes with double beading (both 4 and 6mm) 
so it can be used on a caravan or motor home/camper (height 
dependant ).

The Lynx is the perfect, lightweight awning when space is at a 
premium or when you simply want a small porch.

Air
Porch Awning

Pitch
Time
10 mins

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Features
|   HydraDore SL very lightweight fabric.   |   Air 

erect system.   |   Multi point inflation.    |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   Anti-Weather 
system.   |   Internal blinds.   |   Quick drying.   |   UV 
50+ Protection.   |   Pop up inner tent tent ready.   |   
Ventilation side doors (large).   |   Double beading.   

|   Built in ventilation.   |   Rear draught pads  |   
Draft skirt and wheel cover   |
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Awning Code A0422 A0433

Connection height 255 - 270 cm 270 - 285 cm

Kador length 330 cm 330 cm

Pack size 98 x 42 x 40 cm 98 x 43 x 41 cm

Total weight 27 kg 28 kg

Pitching weight * 12 kg 13 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

VEGA High Top
The Vega high is a luxury modern porch air awning which is made 
to fit higher vehicles like motor homes and comes in two heights 
from 255cm up to 285cm.

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which is 
an all weather, premium fabric with a  high performance coating 
that gives it an extremely high weatherproof rating and helps 
protect it and you from the harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has 
that luxury cotton touch to it making it feel as good as it looks.

The removable front & side panels make this easier to pick up 
and slide into your wind out canopy or channel, helping to make 
this awning easier to erect. The awning comes with storm straps 
as standard and even has storm strap pockets allowing you to put 
them away safely and securely when taking the awning down. 

You also have the option of a clip in inner tent or adding optional 
annexes giving more space and more options for expansion. You 
also get three unique features on the Vega not found on any other 

awning. You get multiple height pegging points to allow for 
better pitching on uneven ground and different height vehicles. 
You get double rear pads which give you extra padding and 
help fill the gap when used on a vehicle with a wind out canopy. 
Finally you get a unique adjustable tubes, which you just unzip 
and the tube extends to fit better against your vehicle when used 
with a wind out canopy.

You get the brilliant Advanced Air System which gives you 
single inflation from the start, plus in the unlikely event of an issue 
you have with the ability to remove tubes on-site, by yourself, 
allowing you to fix quickly and continue enjoying your break. You 
also get the high specification bravo pump making it easier to 
inflate than ever before. 

The doors feature a full size window and internal blinds giving you 
even more light and a full ‘Pano View’ allowing you to see out 
from any direction. This un-rivalled view helps bring the outside 
in, giving you the very best of both no matter the weather.

Air
Porch Awning

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
255 - 285 cm

Pitch
Time
15 mins

Vega awning shown with optional annex (purchased separately ) Features
|   HydroTech cotton touch fabric.  |  2 Year warranty.  

|  Any season awning.  |  Advanced air system.  
|  Single or multi point inflation.  |  Anti-Weather 

system.  |  Internal blinds (zipped).   |  Annex ready.  
|  Pop up inner tent ready.  |  UV 50+ Protection.  |  

Removable panels.  |  Ventilation side windows (very 
large).  |  Double beading.  |  Fitting plus system.  |  

Adjustable tubes.  |  Pano-View.   |  Double rear pads. 
|  Tinted windows.  |  Can be used as a canopy.  |  

Rear legs  |   Draft skirt and wheel cover.   |
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)

ORION
The Orion is a luxury, performance air drive away awning that has 
been designed with the camper owner in mind, but is perfect for 
those after a small drive away awning. It can fit heights between 
180 and 270 cm. and features the luxury HydroTech Cotton 
Touch fabric which is an all weather, premium fabric that will last 
for years. The high performance coating on the fabric gives it an 
extremely high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you 
from the harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton 
touch to it making it feel as good as it looks.

You also have a zip on and off tunnel making it easier to pitch 
and no longer requiring a drive away kit. It also improves the 
weather resistance and performance of the connection to your 
vehicle. You can also get a different height tunnel if you change 
your vehicle. 

The side panels are removable making it easier to use and you 
also have the option of the Orion Annex and inner tent adding 
extra space for storage or that bedroom pod when needed. 

The awning makes a feature of its Pano View allowing great views 
inside and out. It has oversized windows on all sides, allowing 
lots of light inside your awning making it feel bright and airy. All 
the windows feature fully zipped internal blinds.

The Orion is also Deluxe floor ready, which means it is ready to 
take the extremely strong and durable premium flooring which 
gives you a soft rubberised floor that is not only comfortable 
but hard wearing and made to measure. The rain safe canopy 
on the front of the awning ensures that you don’t get wet when 
you open your door and allows you to have the front door open 
without letting rain inside. 

You get the brilliant Advanced Air System which gives you both 
single or multi inflation from the start, plus in the unlikely event 
of an issue you have with the ability to remove tubes on-site, by 
yourself, allowing you to fix quickly and continue enjoying your 
break. You also get the high specification bravo pump making 
it easier to inflate than ever before. 
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Air
Drive Away

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of

180 - 270cm

Pitch
Time
15 mins

Awning Code A0401

Pack size 98 x 34 x 34 cm

Total weight 19.6 kg

Pitching weight * 15 kg

* The pitching weight is the 
canvas with any removable 

panels removed.

Tunnel Code A0402 A0403 A0404

Connection height 180 - 210 cm 210 - 240 cm 240 - 270 cm

Kador length 280 cm 280 cm 280 cm

Orion awning shown with optional annex (purchased separately )

Orion awning shown with optional annex (purchased separately ) Features
|   HydroTech cotton touch fabric.  |   2 Year warranty.  |  
Any season awning.  |  Advanced air system.  |  Single 

or multi point inflation.  |  Single person pitch.  |   Pano-
View.  |  Anti-Weather system.  |  Internal blinds (zipped).  
|  UV 50+ Protection.  |  Annex ready.  |   Ventilation side 
windows (very large) and built in ventilation  |  Double 

beading.  |  Deluxe floor ready.  |   Removable panels.  |   
Zip on / off tunnel.  |  Rain safe canopy. |  Includes storm 

poles (x2)  |  Tinted windows   |
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Awning Code A0410

Pack size 113 x 45 x 45 cm

Total weight 35 kg

Pitching weight* 25 kg

Tunnel Code A0411 A0412 A0413 A0414

Connection height (cm) 240 - 260 260 - 280 280 - 300 300 - 320

Kador length 320 cm 320 cm 320 cm 320 cm

* The pitching weight is the 
canvas with any removable 

panels removed.

NEPTUNE
The Neptune is a luxury, performance air drive away awning that 
has been designed with high vehicle owners in mind and can fit 
vehicles from 240 all the way up to a mighty 320 cm. in height.

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which is 
an all weather, premium fabric with a  high performance coating 
that gives it an extremely high weatherproof rating and helps 
protect it and you from the harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has 
that luxury cotton touch to it making it feel as good as it looks.

You get the brilliant Advanced Air System which gives you single 
inflation from the start, plus in the unlikely event of an issue you 
have with the ability to remove tubes on-site, by yourself, allowing 
you to fix quickly and continue enjoying your break. 

What makes this awning unique is that it is designed to work with 
higher vehicles and thus fits and performs better than it rivals. It 
goes higher than other awnings thanks to its taller rear beam. 
This also means even when the awning is attached to very high 

vehicles the tunnel roof is not too acute to cause issues with 
opening doors. 

The side panels can be removed to lower the initial pitching 
weight making it easier to pitch, it also means it can be used 
with the panels to allow for extremely hot days when all you 
want is shade rather than an awning. You also have a zip on 
and off tunnel making it easier to pitch and no longer requiring 
a drive away kit. It also improves the weather resistance and 
performance of the connection to your vehicle. You can also get 
a different height tunnel if you change your vehicle.

The Neptune also features a unique extra high rear tube, not 
found on any other awning. This gives you extra head room and 
a feeling of space inside the awning, but also gives much better 
door access in the tunnel as the height lowers the angle of the 
tunnel.

Air
Drive Away

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of

240 - 320cm

Pitch
Time
15 mins

Features
|  HydroTech cotton touch fabric. |  2 Year warranty.  |  

Any season awning.  |  Advanced air system.  |   Single or 
multi point inflation.  |  Anti-Weather system.  |  Internal 

blinds (zipped).  |  Annex ready. |  Inner tent ready.  |  
UV 50+ Protection.  |   Removable panels.  |  Double 

beading.  |  Pano-View.  |   Zip on / off tunnel.  |  Extra 
high rear tube.  |   Deluxe floor ready.  |  Tinted windows.  
|  Includes storm poles (x2)  |  Rain safe canopy.  |   Can 
be used as a canopy.  |   Ventilation side windows (very 

large) and built in ventilation  |
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Awning Code A0430
Pack size 103 x 32 x 32 cm

Total weight 15.5 kg
Pitching weight * 10.5 kg

Tunnel Code A0431 A0432 A0433
Connection height 180 - 210 cm 210 - 240 cm 240 - 270 cm

Kador length 240 cm 240 cm 240 cm

* The pitching weight is the 
canvas with any removable 

panels removed.

HYDRA
This is the all new and improved Hydra for 2021. It is an excellent 
medium sized motor home awning that is amazingly easy to use. 
It can be fitted to vehicles (motor homes, caravans and more) 
between 180 and 270cm in height.

It uses the efficient Air Erect System (AES) which is very simple 
and easy to use system which makes the awning extremely easy 
to inflate and easy to erect, so much so that it can even be done 
by one person, soi it gets the single person pitch feature. 

It has two doors on the tunnel allowing for entry/exit from either 
side without the need to come through the main awning and 
features the ‘Pano View’  thanks to it’s large number of windows 
which allows you to get a great amount of light inside making it 
feel light and airy and giving you great views all around. All the 
windows have blinds allowing you privacy when required.

You also get the new Westfield Air Flow Ventilation system. 
This is an increased number of permanent built in vents, that can 

be closed when you wish. This helps to increase air flow where 
you need it and close it off where you don’t, giving you comlete 
control and giving better protection against condensation.

The use of the superb, lightweight HydraDore SL fabric means 
that this is extremely lightweight, making it even easier to carry, 
store, use and erect. It is also quick to dry, which helps make 
it easier to manage. The highly effective U.V. coating helps to 
prevent damage from the suns rays and prolong the life of the 
awning.

It comes with a  removable, fully tubbed groundsheet, which 
velcros in around the entire base of the awning, which can 
improve the weather performance of the awning, or removed or 
not used when required. You also have a zip on and off tunnel 
making it easier to pitch and no longer requiring a drive away kit. 
It also improves the weather resistance and performance of the 
connection to your vehicle. You can also get a different height 
tunnel if you change your vehicle.

Air
Drive Away

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of

180 - 270cm

Pitch
Time
10 mins

Features
|   HydroDore SL very lightweight fabric.   |   Quick 

drying.   |   Air Erect Sytem.   |   Multi point inflation.    
|   Single person pitch.   |   Pano-View.   |   Anti-

Weather system.   |   UV 50+ protection.   |   Roll up 
front panel.   |   Pop up inner tent ready.   |   Air flow 
system.   |   Zip on / off tunnel.   |   Lightweight.   |   
Internal blinds.   |   Three doors.   |   Sun canopy 

front panel.   |   Storm pole included.   |   Includes 
removable groundsheet.
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Included features already on your awning

Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from. See page 2 for more details.

• HydraDore SL Pro • HydraDore SL • HydraDore SL • HydraDore SL • HydroTech Cotton Touch

Air / Frame System  : The air or frame system on your awning. See page 2 for more details.

• AES, Single point inflation • AES, Single point inflation • AES, Multi point inflation • AES, Multi point inflation • AAS, Single or multi point 
inflation

Panels  : What type of panels and options your awning has.

• Privacy panel • Dual, roll up front panels • Roll up front panel • No removable or roll up 
panels

• Removable side panels
  •  Removable front panel

Ventilation  : What ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.

• No ventilation • Built in side vents
• Two, full ventilation side 

doors

• Westfield Air Flow Ventialtion 
System

• Two permanent, built in  side 
vents

• Two permanent built in vents
• Full ventilation windows on 

both sides

Door options  : What door options and configurations your awning has.

• Rear door • Two side doors
• Two roll up front panel doors

• Two Tunnel Doors
• Large roll up front door

• Two side doors • Two tunnel doors
• One front door

Extra features  : Any additional features your awning has. (Full description of features on pages 37 - 39)

 •  Quick drying  •  Single 
person pitch  •  Anti-Weather 
system  •  UV 50+ Protection  

•  Inner tent ready  •  Very 
lightweight  •  Storm pole

•  Single person pitch  •  Very 
lightweight  •  Anti-Weather 
system  •  Internal blinds  •  
UV 50+ Protection  •  Quick 
drying  •  Sun canopy front 
panel  •  Pop up inner tent 

tent ready  •  Double beading  
•  Rear draught pads  •  Draft 

skirt and wheel cover

  •  Quick drying  •  Single 
person pitch.  •  Pano-View  •  
Anti-Weather system  •  UV 
50+ protection  •  Pop up 

inner tent ready  •  Zip on / 
off tunnel.   |   Lightweight.   
|   Internal blinds.   |   Three 

doors.   |   Sun canopy 
front panel.   |   Storm 

pole included.   |   Includes 
removable groundsheet

•  Single person pitch  •  Very 
lightweight  •  Anti-Weather 

system  •  Internal blinds.  
•  Quick drying  •  UV 50+ 
Protection  •  Pop up inner 
tent tent ready  •  Double 
beading.  •  Rear draught 

pads  •  Draft skirt and wheel 
cover

  •  2 Year full warranty  •  
Any season awning  •  Anti-
Weather system  •  Internal 

blinds (zipped)  •  Annex 
ready  •  Inner tent ready  •  
UV 50+ Protection  •  Double 

beading  •  ‘Pano-View’  •  
Zip on / off tunnel  •  Extra 

high rear tube  •  Deluxe floor 
ready  •  Tinted windows  •  
Includes storm poles (x2)   •  
Rain safe canopy  •  Can be 

used as a canopy

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning

Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind .

• Rear leg poles (pair). 
• Roof storm pole kit

• Universal canopy pole kit.

• Universal canopy pole kit. • Rear leg poles (pair)

Annexes and Inner tents : Extra space and sleeping pods to extend your awning.

• Inner tent • Pop up inner tent. • Pop up inner tent • Pop up inner tent • Neptune clip in inner tent
• Pop up inner tent

Accessories and Lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.

• Westfield electric pump
• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 

• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump
• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 

• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump
• Supernova LED lights

Panels, liners and Flooring: Any additional panel options your awning has, plus flooring options.

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

•  Removable premium 
comfort, fully tubbed, fully 

velcroed groundsheet 
• Tunnel groundsheet

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

•  Removable premium 
comfort, fully tubbed, fully 

velcroed groundsheet 
• Tunnel groundsheet

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning.

Quest Elite Autograph Quest Elite Naples Pro Quest Elite Autograph Quest Elite Autograph Westfield Avantgarde

Performance Air Awning Details
Floorplan , materials, features and optional extras
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Orion Pluto Vega Vega High
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Included features already on your awning

Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from. See page 2 for more details.

• HydroTech Cotton Touch • HydroTech Cotton Touch • HydroTech Cotton Touch • HydroTech Cotton Touch

Air / Frame System  : The air or frame system on your awning. See page 2 for more details.

• AAS, Single or multi point inflation • AAS, Single point inflation  •  Super 
Tubes •  Emergency support system

• AAS, Single or multi point inflation  
•  Super Tubes

• AAS, Single or multi point inflation  
•  Super Tubes

Panels  : What type of panels and options your awning has.

• Removable side panels • All panels are removable 
• Side panels are interchangeable

• All panels are removable 
• Side panels are interchangeable

• All panels are removable 
• Side panels are interchangeable

Ventilation  : What ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.

• Two permanent, built in vents
• Full ventilation windows on both 

sides

• Permanent, built in front vent 
• Two large side ventilation windows 
• Two large front ventilation windows

• Two permanent, built in side vents
• Full ventilation windows on both 

sides

• Two permanent, built in side vents
• Full ventilation windows on both 

sides

Door options  : What door options and configurations your awning has.

• Two tunnel doors
• One roll front door

• Two full window side doors  
• Two extra wide front doors

• Two full windowed side doors
• Two roll away front panel doors

• Two full windowed side doors
• Two roll away front panel doors

Extra features  : Any additional features your awning has. (Full description of features on pages 37 - 39)

  •  2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Single person pitch  •  

‘Pano-View’  •  Anti-Weather system  
•  Internal blinds (zipped)  •  UV 50+ 
Protection  •  Annex ready  •  Double 
beading  •  Deluxe floor ready  •  Zip 
on / off tunnel  •  Rain safe canopy  
•  Includes storm poles (x2)  •  Tinted 

windows

•  2 Year full warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Anti-Weather system  •  

Internal blinds (zipped)  •  ‘Pano View’  
•  Annex ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Pop up inner tent ready    •  Rain 

safe canopy  •  Curtain pole ready  •  
Can be used as a canopy  •  Tinted 

windows  •  Draft skirt and wheel 
cover

2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Anti-Weather system  •  

Internal blinds (zipped)  •  ‘Pano View’  
•  Annex ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Pop up inner tent ready  •  Double 
beading  •  Tinted windows  •  Rear 
draught pads  •  Rear legs  •  Draft 

skirt and wheel cover

  •  2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Anti-Weather system  •  
Internal blinds (zipped)  •  Annex 

ready  •  Pop up inner tent ready  •  
UV 50+ Protection  •  Double beading  

•  Fitting plus system  •  Adjustable 
tubes  •  ‘Pano-View’  •  Double rear 
pads  •  Tinted windows  •  Can be 
used as a canopy  •  Rear legs  •  

Draft skirt and wheel cover

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning

Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind .

• Storm air beams (pair).
• Additional veranda pole(s)

• Veranda pole(s) • Veranda pole(s)

Annexes and Inner tents : Extra space and sleeping pods to extend your awning.

• Orion Annex
• Orion Annex inner tent

• Pop up inner tent

• Universal air annex
• Universal annex inner tent 

• Pop up inner tent

• Universal air annex
• Universal annex inner tent 

• Vega clip in inner tent
• Pop up inner tent

• Universal air annex
• Universal annex inner tent 

• Vega clip in inner tent
• Pop up inner tent

Accessories and Lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.

• Westfield electric pump
• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump 
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser

• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump 
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser

• Supernova LED lights

• Westfield electric pump
• Supernova LED lights

Panels, liners and Flooring: Any additional panel options your awning has, plus flooring options.

•  Removable premium comfort, fully 
tubbed, fully velcroed groundsheet 

• Tunnel groundsheet
• Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

• Cosy Carpet breathable flooring • Cosy Carpet breathable flooring • Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning

Westfield Avantgarde Westfield Avantgarde Westfield Performance Westfield Performance

Performance Air Awning Details
Floorplan , materials, features and optional extras
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Canvas Frame

Item Code A3403C A3403F

Width 340 cm

Pack size 88 x 43 x 32 cm 116 x 34 x 25 cm

Total weight 22 kg 22 kg

Pitching Weight* 19 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

Say hello to the Snowdon. This is no ordinary porch awning. It is 
built and designed like no other. Everything about it is designed 
around strength and performance.

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which 
is an all weather, premium fabric that will last for years. The 
high performance coating on the fabric gives it an extremely 
high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you from the 
harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to 
it making it feel as good as it looks.

You have an extended version of the  premium strength steel 
frame which is extremely strong and sturdy giving you peace 
of mind when the weather turns. It has been extended to give 
further strength against the weather, elevating this awning and 
giving it a rock solid frame. It is also extremely reliable and has 
been a proven winner for many years. 

The frame includes rear leg poles which are used to push 

the draught pads against the side of your vehicles to stop the 
draughts coming in. Being a traditional frame also means that it 
is adjustable, so handles uneven ground better than its air rivals.

The Snowdon also has a high performance PVC roof, built for 
its strength and longevity which is extremely important, especially 
when used for extended periods. This roof is built to outlast all its 
rivals. All of the panels are sewn in, which gives it extra strength. 
There is an optional winter pole kit which helps protect the awning 
even against snow. 

This awning is so strong that it can be used as a permanent 
pitch awning. The strength and adjustablility of the frame, 
coupled with the durability of the fabric, plus the additional 
protection from the external blinds and full PVC roof gives it the 
extra strength and durability required.

This awning is all about extremes : Extreme weather, extreme 
performance and extreme strength, it has no equal.

SNOWDON

Poled
Porch Awning

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Pitch
Time
30 mins

Features
|  HydroTech cotton touch fabric.  |  2 Year warranty.  

|  Any season awning.  |   Premium strength all season 
steel frame.  |  Permanent pitch.   |   Anti-Weather 

system.  |  Internal curtains.   |  Smaller pack size.  |  
Pop up inner tent ready.   |   UV 50+ Protection   |  Roll 

up front panel (fully zipped).  |  High performance 
PVC roof.  |  Fully adjustable frame for better pitching.  
|  Rear legs.   |   Rear draught pads   |  Draft skirt and 

wheel cover.   |  Rear draught pad pole clips.  |   Heavy 
duty storm straps, ground anchors and springs. |
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Canvas Frame

Item Code A3401C A3401F

Width 340 cm

Pack size 110 x 33 x 33 cm 114 x 27 x 19 cm

Total weight 18 kg 17.2 kg

Pitching weight* 10 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

KENSINGTON
The Kensington is far more than just a traditional poled porch 
awning, it is a true ‘mini full awning’. It mixes traditional styling with 
a modern luxury fabric, with a premium strength steel frame to 
give you the perfect balance between ease of use, performance, 
pitch time and reliability. 

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which 
is an all weather, premium fabric that will last for years. The 
high performance coating on the fabric gives it an extremely 
high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you from the 
harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to 
it making it feel as good as it looks. 

All the windows come with traditional curtains to complement 
the traditional look. The windows are a modern take as they are 
larger and clearer than traditional ones allowing for great views 
from anywhere in the awning and allows extra light flood into the 
awning.

You have an extended version of the premium strength steel 
frame which is extremely strong and sturdy giving you piece of 
mind when the weather turns. Its traditional design is extremely 
reliable and has been a proven winner for many years. 

The frame includes rear leg poles which are used to push 
the draught pads against the side of your vehicles to stop the 
draughts coming in. Being a traditional frame also means that 
it is adjustable, so handles uneven ground better than its air 
rivals and it also packs away to a smaller size.

The removable front and side panels make the awning easier 
to pick up and slide though your awning channel, helping to 
make this awning easier to erect. 

The Kensington can also be extended by using the Westminster 
poled annex on either or both sides, or you can use the pop up 
inner tent inside the awning itself.

Kensington awning shown with optional Westminster annex (purchased separately )

Poled
Porch Awning

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Pitch
Time
25 mins

Features
|  HydroTech cotton touch fabric.  |  2 Year warranty.   

|  Any season awning.   |  Premium strength steel 
frame.  |  Anti-Weather system.   |  Internal curtains.   

|   Smaller pack size.  |   Annex ready.  |   Pop up inner 
tent ready.   |   UV 50+ Protection.   |   Removable 

panels.   |   Fully adjustable frame for better pitching.   
|   Rear legs.   |   Rear draught pads    |  Draft skirt 
and wheel cover.   |   Rear draught pad pole clips.   
|  Can be used as a canopy.   |   Heavy duty storm 

straps, ground anchors and springs. |
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Item Canvas Frame

Item Code A3400C A3400F

Width 280 cm

Pack size 110 x 32 x 32 cm 113 x 29 x 20 cm

Total weight 14 kg 15 kg

Pitching weight* 10 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

The Windsor is a traditional poled, porch awning , with a modern 
luxury performance. It is small and perfectly formed, giving you 
the perfect small porch that is extremely strong, reliable and built 
to last. 

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which 
is an all weather, premium fabric that will last for years. The 
high performance coating on the fabric gives it an extremely 
high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you from the 
harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to 
it making it feel as good as it looks.

All the windows come with traditional curtains to complement 
the traditional look and feel of this awning. The windows are a 
modern take on the classic porch awning and are larger and 
clearer allowing for great views from anywhere in the awning and 
allows extra light flood into the awning.

You have a premium strength steel frame which is extremely 
strong and sturdy giving you piece of mind when the weather 
turns. It is also extremely reliable and has been a proven winner 
for many years. The frame includes rear leg poles which are 
used to push the draught pads against the side of your vehicles 
to stop the draughts coming in. Being a traditional frame also 
means that it is adjustable, so handles uneven ground better 
than its air rivals and it also packs away to a smaller size.

The removable front panel make the awning easier to pick 
up and slide though your awning channel, helping to make this 
awning easier to erect. 

The awning comes with heavy duty storm straps that clip 
into the sewn in buckles as standard ensuring you do not need 
anything else, there are no hidden extras, or extras to buy.

WINDSOR

Poled
Porch Awning

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Pitch
Time
20 mins

Features
|   HydroTech cotton touch fabric.   |   2 Year 

warranty.   |   Any season awning.   |   Premium 
strength steel frame.   |   Single person pitch.   |   
Anti-Weather system.   |   Internal curtains.   |   

Smaller pack size.   |   Pop up inner tent ready.   |   
UV 50+ Protection.   |   Removable panel.   |   Fully 

adjustable frame for better pitching.   |   Rear legs.   
|   Rear draught pads.   |  Draft skirt and wheel 

cover.   |   Rear draught pad pole clips.   |   Heavy 
duty storm straps, ground anchors and springs. |
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Item Canvas Frame

Item Code A3402C A3402F

Width 195 cm

Pack size 70 x 25 x 25 cm 115 x 12 x 16 cm

Total weight 5 kg 4.5 kg

Pitching weight* 5 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

WESTMINSTER
This is an excellent, premium, tall poled annex. It is designed to zip 
onto the Kensington performance poled awning and can be 
used on either side of the awning, or you can put one on either 
end.

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which 
is an all weather, premium fabric that will last for years. The 
high performance coating on the fabric gives it an extremely 
high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you from the 
harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to 
it making it feel as good as it looks.

You have a premium lightweight aluminium frame which is 
lightweight helping to keep the weight down, whilst the premium 
nature of the frame ensures its strength and durability.

The frame ensures the annex is tight and strong, no matter the 
weather and gives you plenty of places to hang a light or more. 
Being a traditional frame also means that it is adjustable, so 
handles uneven ground better than its air rivals and it also 
packs away to a smaller size.

The annex has a zipped door to the rear allowing it to be used 
to exit or enter without the need to go though the main annex 
and has patterned windows all around allowing light in, but still 
giving you privacy.

It also has built in ventilation to help keep it cooler, which is 
especially important if its being used as a bedroom. The annex 
adds extra storage room, extra space or can be used with the 
optional (purchased separately ) inner tent as a bedroom, 
giving you loads of extra options for your awning.

Poled
Annex

Can be used 
with the following 

models:
Kensington

Pitch
Time
10 mins

Westminster annex shown on kensington awning (purchased separately )

Features
|   HydroTech cotton touch fabric.   |   2 Year 

warranty.   |   Any season annex.   |   Premium 
lightweight aluminium frame.   |   Anti-Weather 

system.   |   Privacy windows.   |   Smaller pack size.   
|   Single person pitch.   |   Pop up inner tent ready.   
|   UV 50+ Protection.   |   Fully adjustable frame for 

better pitching.   |   Built in ventilation.   |
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Included features already on your awning

Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from. See page 16 for more details.

• HydroTech Cotton Touch 
• Full PVC roof

• HydroTech Cotton Touch • HydroTech Cotton Touch • HydroTech Cotton Touch

Frame System  : The air or frame system on your awning. See page 16 for more details.

• Premium strength, fully adjustable 
steel frame

• Re-enforced seasonal pitch frame

• Premium strength, fully adjustable 
steel frame

• Premium strength, fully adjustable 
steel frame

• Premium lightweight, fully 
adjustable aluminium frame

Panels  : What type of panels and options your awning has.

• No removable panels
• Roll up front panel

• All removable and sides panels are 
interchangeable

• All removable and sides are 
interchangeable

• No removable panels

Ventilation  : What ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.

• Permanent, built in side vents
• Full ventilation windows on both 

sides

• Permanent, built in front vent
• Full ventilation windows on both 

sides

• Permanent, built in side vents • Two permanent, built in end vents

Door options  : What door options and configurations your awning has.

• Two side doors
• One roll up front panel

•  Two side doors
•Two roll away front doors

• Two side doors
• One roll up front panel

• One end door

Extra features  : Any additional features your awning has. (Full descriptopn of features found on pages 37 - 39)

•  2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Permanent pitch  •  Anti-

Weather system  •  Internal curtains  •  
Smaller pack size  •  Pop up inner tent 

ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  •  High 
performance PVC roof  •  Rear legs  
•  Rear draught pads  •  Draft skirt 

and wheel cover  •  Rear draught pad 
pole clips  •  Heavy duty storm straps, 

ground anchors and springs

  •  2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Anti-Weather system  •  

Internal curtains  •  Smaller pack size  
•  Annex ready  •  Pop up inner tent 
ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  •  Rear 
legs  •  Rear draught pads  •  Draft 

skirt and wheel cover  •  Rear draught 
pad pole clips  •  Can be used as a 

canopy  •  Heavy duty storm straps, 
ground anchors and springs

  •  2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
awning  •  Single person pitch  •  Anti-
Weather system  •  Internal curtains  •  
Smaller pack size  •  Pop up inner tent 

ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  •  Rear 
legs  •  Rear draught pads  •  Draft 

skirt and wheel cover  •  Rear draught 
pad pole clips  •  Heavy duty storm 
straps, ground anchors and springs

•  2 Year warranty  •  Any season 
annex  •  Anti-Weather system  •  

Privacy windows  •  Smaller pack size  
•  ingle person pitch  •  Pop up inner 

tent ready  •  UV 50+ Protection

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning

Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind .

• Winter pole kit • Additional veranda pole

Annexes and Inner tents : Extra space and sleeping pods to extend your awning.

• Pop up inner tent • Westminster annex
• Fully fitted annex inner tent

• Pop up inner tent
• Universal 3 berth inner tent

• Pop up inner tent • Pop up inner tent

Accessories and Lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Supernova LED lights

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Supernova LED lights

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Supernova LED lights

• Supernova LED lights

Panels, liners and Flooring: Any additional panel options your awning has, plus flooring options.

• Cosy Carpet breathable flooring • Cosy Carpet breathable flooring • Cosy Carpet breathable flooring • Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning.

Quest Elite Ragley Pro Quest Elite Ragley Pro Quest Elite Ragley Pro Quest Elite Ragley Pro

Premium Poled Awning Details
Floorplan , materials, features and optional extras
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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235cm* The pitching weight is the awning without the poles.

Item Code A3500 A3501 A3502 A3503

Width 220 cm 260 cm 325 cm 390 cm

Pack size (cm) 78 x 21 x 21 79 x 22 x 22 79 x 24 x 24 90 x 26 x 26

Total weight 7.8 kg 7.9 kg 8 kg 13 kg

Pitching weight* 3.9 kg 4 kg 4.1 kg 5.1 kg

The Falcon porch comes in four different sizes (220, 260, 325 
and 390) and is a lightweight poled porch awning, that is high on 
features, ease of use and low on weight and cost.

The awning is all about ease of use and value. It features an easy 
to use, minimal quick-fit pole system. This pole system is quick 
to put together, lightweight and adjustable to help ensure the 
best pitching even on uneven ground. It has one single pole at the 
front of the awning. This single pole ensures that it is quick and 
easy to erect, helping to ensure that this awning is easy enough 
to be pitched by a single person.

The awning has features such as full mesh doors, roll down, half 
or full blinds, roll up front panels, sun canopy fronts (if used with 
the optional universal canopy pole kit).

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight, 
quick drying and extremely waterproof making the awning easier 
to use and maintain. The very lightweight nature of the fabric also 

ensures that it can be easily pulled though the awning channel 
on your caravan. 

Single person pitch: The extreme light weight nature of the 
awning, coupled with the ease of use and lightweight when 
pulling through the awning channel means that this awning can 
be pitched by one person.

The fabric is also U.V. coated helping to protect it from the 
harmful UV rays which helps extend its lifespan and gives you an 
amazingly high U.P.F. rating of 50+ which gives you a great level 
of protection.

All this plus a very small pack size, light weight and amazing 
value makes the Falcon an excellent awning for the weekend, 
first timers, the budget conscious and just about anyone after an 
easy to use lightweight porch. 

FALCON Porch

Poled
Porch Awning

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Pitch
Time
10 mins

Features
|   Quest Tec75 very lightweight fabric.   |   Minimal, 

quck fit frame system.   |   Very lightweight.   |   
Single person pitch.   |   Very small pack size.   |   
Pop up inner tent ready.   |   UV 50+ Protection.    
|   Internal blinds.   |   Adjustable frame for better 
pitching.   |   Three doors.   |   Large windows   |   

Ventilation side doors (large).   |   Sun canopy front 
panel.   |   Roll up front canopy.   |   Rear draught 
pads.   |   Quick drying.   |   Two way mud wall.  |    
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)

Item Code A3507 A3508

Connection height 180 - 210 cm 240 - 270 cm

Pack size 80 x 28 x 28 cm 80 x 28 x 28 cm

Total weight 12 kg 12 kg

Pitching weight* 7 kg 7 kg
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* The pitching weight is the awning without the poles.

The Falcon drive away comes two heights (180 - 210 cm and 240 
- 270cm) and is a lightweight poled drive away awning, high on 
features, ease of use and low on weight and cost.

The awning is all about ease of use and value. It features an easy 
to use, minimal quick-fit pole system. This minimal quick fit pole 
system is quick to put together, lightweight and adjustable 
to help ensure the best pitching even on uneven ground. Poles 
are kept to a minimum and only has two poles to ensure that it 
is quick and easy to erect, helping to ensure that this awning is 
easy enough to be pitched by a single person.

With windows all around you get amazing views from anywhere 
in the awning and loads of light to make the internal space feel 
bright and airy. Every window has its own internal blind allowing 
you privacy when required and light and air when not.

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight, quick 
drying and extremely waterproof making the awning easier to 

use and maintain. The fabric is also U.V. coated helping to protect 
it from the harmful UV rays which helps extend its lifespan and 
gives you an amazingly high U.P.F. rating of 50+ which gives 
you a great level of protection.

The awning has features such as full mesh doors, roll down, 
half or full blinds, roll up front panel, sun canopy front (if used 
with the optional universal canopy pole kit, which is purchased 
separately). It also has a feature nobody else does: A built in 
drive away kit : The tunnel beading can be zipped on or off 
which allows you to use it without the need for a drive away kit 
and gives you a better connection than when used with a drive 
away kit.

All this plus a very small pack size, light weight and amazing 
value makes the Falcon an excellent awning for the weekend, first 
timers, the budget conscious and just about anyone after an 
easy to use lightweight drive away awning. 

FALCON Drive Away

Poled
Drive Away

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of

180 - 210 cm
and

240 - 270 cm

Pitch
Time
15 mins

Features
|   Quest Tec75 very lightweight fabric.   |   Minimal, 

quck fit frame system.   |   Very lightweight.   |   
Single person pitch.   |   Very small pack size.   |   
Pop up inner tent ready.   |   Built in drive away 
kit.   |   UV 50+ Protection.   |   Internal blinds.   |   

Adjustable frame for better pitching.   |   Five doors.   
|   Large windows.   |   Ventilation side doors (large).   
|   Sun canopy front panel.   |   Roll up front panel.   

|   Quick drying.   |  Two way mud wall.  | 
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Included features already on your awning

Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from. See page 22 for more details.

•  QuestTec 75 •  QuestTec 75 •  QuestTec 75 •  QuestTec 75 •  QuestTec 75

Air / Frame System  : The air or frame system on your awning.

• Minimal quick pitch frame 
• Single pole

• Minimal quick pitch frame 
• Single pole

• Minimal quick pitch frame 
• Two poles

• Minimal quick pitch frame 
• Single main pole
• Two roof poles

• Minimal quick pitch frame 
• Two poles

Panels  : What type of panels and options your awning has.

• Full roll up front panel • Full roll up front panel • Full roll up front panel • Full roll up front panel • Full roll up front panel

Ventilation options  : What built in ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.

• Full ventilation side doors • Full ventilation side doors • Full ventilation side doors • Full ventilation side doors • Full ventilation side doors

Door options  : What door options and configurations your awning has..

• Two side doors 
• One large roll up front 

canopy

• Two side doors 
• One large roll up front 

canopy

• Two side doors 
• One large roll up front 

canopy

• Two side doors 
• One large roll up front 

canopy

• Two side doors 
• Two tunnel doors

• One large roll up front 
canopy

Extra Features  : Any additional features your awning has. (Full descripton of features can be found on pages 37 - 39)

•  Very lightweight  •  Single 
person pitch  •  Very small 

pack size  •  Pop up inner tent 
ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Internal blinds.  •  Large 

windows  •  Sun canopy front 
panel    •  Rear draught pads  
•  Quick drying  •  Two way 
mud wall to allow pegging 

inside or outside

•  Very lightweight  •  Single 
person pitch  •  Very small 

pack size  •  Pop up inner tent 
ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Internal blinds.  •  Large 

windows  •  Sun canopy front 
panel    •  Rear draught pads  
•  Quick drying  •  Two way 
mud wall to allow pegging 

inside or outside

•  Very lightweight  •  Single 
person pitch  •  Very small 

pack size  •  Pop up inner tent 
ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Internal blinds.  •  Large 

windows  •  Sun canopy front 
panel    •  Rear draught pads  
•  Quick drying  •  Two way 
mud wall to allow pegging 

inside or outside

•  Very lightweight  •  Single 
person pitch  •  Very small 

pack size  •  Pop up inner tent 
ready  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Internal blinds.  •  Large 

windows  •  Sun canopy front 
panel  •  Rear draught pads  •  
Quick drying  •  Two way mud 
wall to allow pegging inside 

or outside
• Three storm roof poles 

(optional for use)

•  Very lightweight  •  Single 
person pitch  •  Very small 
pack size  •  Pop up inner 
tent ready  •  Built in drive 

away kit  •  UV 50+ Protection  
•  Internal blinds  •  Large 
windows.  •  Sun canopy 

front panel  •  Quick drying 
• Two way mud wall to allow 

pegging inside or outside

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning

Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind.

• Roof pole(s)
• Rear legs

• Roof pole(s)
• Rear legs

• Roof pole(s)
• Rear legs

• Roof pole(s)
• Rear legs

• Roof pole

Inner tents : Sleeping pods to extend your awning.

• Pop up inner tent. • Pop up inner tent. • Pop up inner tent. • Pop up inner tent. • Pop up inner tent.

Flooring : Additional comfort and protection from the ground.

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring

• Cosy Carpet breathable 
flooring 

Accessories and lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Falcon 500 windbreak
• Supernova LED lights

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Falcon 500 windbreak
• Supernova LED lights

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Falcon 500 windbreak
• Supernova LED lights

• Deluxe draft skirt organiser 
• Falcon 500 windbreak
• Supernova LED lights

• Falcon 500 windbreak
• Supernova LED lights

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning

Quest Lakeland Quest Lakeland Quest Lakeland Quest Lakeland Quest Lakeland

Falcon Awning Details
Floorplan , materials, features and optional extras
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)

EMPEROR
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Item Code A5002

Size 600 x 400 cm

Doorway height 185 cm

Berth 1 - 12 (1 - 4 out of inner tent and 1 - 8 inside)

Pack size 105 x 38 x 38 cm

Tent weight 23 kg

Total weight 56 kg

Poled
Bell Tent

Premium 
Glamping  
Experience

Pitch Times
2 People : 14 mins

Be the envy of all campers with this amazing “big top tent” and 
stand out from the crowd whilst also making sure you never lose 
where you pitched your tent again. The Emperor is the ultimate 
glamping tent which enables you to utilise the space anyway 
you want and make it different every time you go away.

Featuring the premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton canvas, 
this means no more worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it 
condensation?” as this is a fully breathable material. Not only 
is it breathable, the cotton material has much better insulation 
properties which will keep the tent cooler in the summer and 
warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort than 
a polyester or poly-cotton tent and enabling you to camp all 
year round.

The premium minimal pitch steel frame is solid and robust 
giving you peace of mind that this tent will be with you for years 
to come. Amazingly the Emperor only has six poles helping to 
ensure it is not only easy but quick to erect. 

The heavy-duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be 
removed when pitching and taking down making it easier to 
pitch, put away and helping to keep the main unit clean even 
when the ground is muddy. With the groundsheet unzipped, you 
can then roll up the sides which allows your Emperor to seemingly 
float in the air, allowing the breeze to come through on those hot 
days and give you that 360° Vista View.

This Emperor also has added scenic windows, normally not 
available on bell tents. This gives you great views even when 
the weather is bad. It has premium no-chill mesh panels with 
internal blinds around the base of the walls giving great air flow 
when required and full double layered mesh doors allowing an 
amazing amount of air flow when the weather is hot.

The tent comes complete with everything you need to set up 
including heavy duty pegs, pre-attached guy lines & rain cowls 
for the “A frame”.

Features
|  Quest Tec FullC canvas.  |  Waterproof and 
breathable for added comfort.  |  Ventilation 

doors (large).  |  Premium minimal pitch fame.  |  2 
Year warranty.  |  Any season tent.  |  360o Vista 
view.  |  UV 50+ Protection.  |  Inner tent ready  |  
Zipped PVC groundsheet.  |  Premium NoChill 

mesh ventilation with covers.  |  Premium guy ropes  
|  Ground anchors.  |  Premium Hand sliders.  |  

Sustainable fabric.  |  Scenic windows.  |  Internal 
blinds (zipped).  |  Built in roof ventilation.  |

Emperor shown with optinal large tarp (purchased separately )
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The Classic bell comes in three sizes, 4M, 5M, 6M and is a 
premium quality, full cotton, canvas frame tent with an extra 
thick PVC zip in groundsheet which makes this a fantastic 
family friendly tent or perfect for a couple who want that bit more 
space. Sleeping anywhere from 1 – 10 adults we have the perfect 
size for every requirement.

Featuring the premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton canvas, 
this means no more worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it 
condensation?” as this is a fully breathable material. Not only 
is it breathable, the cotton material has much better insulation 
properties which will keep the tent cooler in the summer and 
warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort 
than a polyester or poly-cotton tent and enabling you to camp 
all year round.

The design has been around since the 9th century so you can 
be confident that this tent will be ready for action whether in the 
summer or the heart of the winter. 

The use of the Premium, Minimal Pitch Frame means that, 
amazingly the tent only has two poles making it is extremely easy 
and quick to pitch, so much so that it can easily be pitched by a 
single person in under 15 minutes.

The heavy-duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be 
removed when pitching and taking down making it easier to 
pitch, put away and helping to keep the main unit clean even 
when the ground is muddy. With the groundsheet unzipped, you 
can then roll up the sides and allow your bell tent to float in the air, 
allowing the breeze to come through on those hot days and give 
you the 360 degree vista view.

BELL
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Item Code A5000 A5001 A5014

Diameter 400 cm 500 cm 600 cm

Height 250 cm 300 cm 350 cm

Berth 1 - 6 1 - 8 1 - 10
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Poled
Bell Tent

Premium 
Glamping  
Experience

Pitch Times
1 Person : 13 mins
2 People : 8 mins

Item Code A5000 A5001 A5014

Pack size (cm) 115 x 38 x 25 115 x 38 x 28 125 x 40 x 30

Tent weight 14 kg 20 kg 26 kg

Total weight 26 kg 34 kg 42 kg

Features
|  Quest Tec FullC canvas.  |  Waterproof and 

breathable for added comfort.  |  Ventilation doors 
(large).  |  Premium minimal pitch fame.  |  2 Year 
warranty.  |  Any season tent.  |  360o Vista view.  |  
UV 50+ Protection.  |  Inner tent ready.  |  Zipped 

PVC groundsheet.  |  Premium NoChill mesh 
ventilation with covers.  |  Premium guy ropes.  
|  Ground anchors.  |  Premium hand sliders.  |  

Sustainable fabric.  |  Single person pitch.  |  Built in 
roof ventilation.  |
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Code A5003

Size 500 x 400 x 300 cm

Berth 1 - 10 (1 - 2 out of inner tent and 1 - 8 inside)

Pack size 112 x 31x 30 cm

Tent weight 23 kg

Total weight 48 kg

TOUAREG
Offering a more open feeling compared to other Bell tents, the 
Touareg has fantastic features with a unique quality. It features 
double layered doors at either end allowing exit and entry from 
both sides. These double layered doors give you perfect privacy 
as well as a full mesh panel for added air flow.

The premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton canvas means 
there is no more worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it 
condensation?” as this is a fully breathable material. Not only 
is it breathable, the cotton material has much better insulation 
properties which will keep the tent cooler in the summer and 
warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort 
than a polyester or poly-cotton tent and enabling you to camp 
all year round.

The heavy duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be 
unzipped and rolled up to allow the breeze to come through on 
those hot days and give you that 360° Vista View, which is a 
unique feature its rival do not have.

On top of these double layered doors you get Scenic Windows 
on both sides. These aren’t usually found as standard on a 
Touareg, but are on this model. They have internal blinds for 
privacy and give great views and allow more light inside, even 
when the weather is bad.

The premium minimal pitch frame is extremely strong giving 
you peace of mind that this tent will be with you for years to 
come. Amazingly the Touareg only uses one centre pole and two 
doorway ‘H frame’ poles which helps ensure it is easy and quick 
to pitch, so much so that it can be pitched by a single person. 

With a smaller pack size than similar sized tents on the market 
you will still have plenty of space in the car to make sure you pack 
everything you need for your trip without having to get a trailer 
or roof box. 

Complete with everything you need to set up including heavy 
duty pegs, pre-attached guy lines , you are ready to go.

Poled
Bell Tent

Pitch Times
1 Person : 18 mins
2 People : 11 mins

Premium 
Glamping  
Experience

Features
|  Quest Tec FullC canvas.  |  Waterproof and 

breathable.  |  Ventilation doors (large) and built 
in roof vents.  |  Premium minimal pitch fame.  |  2 
Year warranty.  |  Any season tent.  |  360o Vista 
view.  |  UV 50+ Protection.  |  Inner tent ready  |  

Zipped PVC groundsheet.  |  Premium NoChill mesh 
ventilation with covers.  |  Premium guy ropes.  
|  Ground anchors.  |  Premium Hand sliders.  |  

Sustainable fabric.  |  Scenic windows.  |  Internal 
blinds (zipped).  |  Single person pitch.  |Touareg shown with optional extra large tarp (purchased separately )
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(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)

A5012 : Triangle tarp • Size: 250 x 250 cm. • Packed: 50 x 15 x 7 cm. • Weight: 3.5 kg.
A5005 : Large tarp • Size : 400 x 240 cm. • Packed: 90 x 17 x 12 cm. • Weight: 10.5 kg.
A5019 : Extra large tarp • Size : 715 x 240 cm. • Packed: 90 x 19 x 15 cm. • Weight: 15 kg. 

A5007 : Bell 4M (half circle)  • Size: 200 x 400 cm. • Packed: 52 x 40 x 15 cm. • Weight: 6 kg.
A5009 : Bell 5M (half circle)  • Size : 250 x 500 cm. • Packed: 52 x 40 x 15 cm. • Weight: 7.5 kg.
A5020 : Bell 6M (just under half circle) • Size : 300 x 600 cm. • Packed: 52 x 40 x 15 cm. • Weight: 9 kg.
A5011 : Touareg (rectangle) • Size : 400 x 250 cm. • Packed: 52 x 40 x 15 cm. • Weight: 7 kg.
A5010 : Emperor (half pentagon) • Size : 400 x 200 cm. • Packed: 52 x 40 x 15 cm. • Weight: 8 kg.

5 Star Premium Inner Tents

These are our excellent 5 star premium quality inner tents. They 
are made to fit into the Quest Elite® Signature Bell tent range, 
but can be used inside others bell tents as well. They have a full 
100% breathable cotton upper. Easy clean, hard wearing 
dual layered PVC base gives extra durability and comfort from 
the ground. 

Full dual layered ventilation doors and a zip open/close 
partition wall gives you lots of different options and the storage 
pockets inside are a great place to keep things in place. They 
also have extra fully zipped vents around the base that match 
up with the vents on your tent allowing you full control over air 
flow in and out of the inner tent.

Universal Tarps

These are our excellent universal tarps. They are made to fit into 
the Quest Elite® Signature Bell tent range, but can be used with 
virtually any tent, awning, porch or vehicle.  They feature the 
same Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton fabric and heavy duty 
guy ropes and hand sliders to match your bell tent perfectly.

Tarps have multiple uses, they can be used as a porch or a 
windbreak for your tent.  They can even be used for a porch for 
your awning, a camper van canopy, or a  connector from your 
bell tent to your vehicle even a stand alone shelter or dining tarp, 
and much much more.

Extra large tarp shown on Touareg tent

TARPS & INNER TENTS
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Included features already on your bell tent

Fabric : The main fabric that your bell tent is made from. See page 26 for more details

• Quest Tec FullC 100% 
cotton

• Quest Tec FullC 100% 
cotton

• Quest Tec FullC 100% 
cotton

• Quest Tec FullC 100% 
cotton

• Quest Tec FullC 100% 
cotton

Frame System  : The air or frame system on your awning. See page 26 for more details

• Premium minimal pitch 
frame

• Premium minimal pitch 
frame

• Premium minimal pitch 
frame

• Premium minimal pitch 
frame

• Premium minimal pitch 
frame

Panels  : What type of panels and options your bell tent has.

• Zip off groundsheet • 360 
Vista View Roll up side walls

• Zip off groundsheet • 360 
Vista View Roll up side walls

• Zip off groundsheet • 360 
Vista View Roll up side walls

• Zip off groundsheet • 360 
Vista View Roll up side walls

• Zip off groundsheet • 360 
Vista View Roll up side walls

Ventilation  : What ventilation your bell tent has to help eliminate condensation and improve air flow.

• Built in side wall vents 
• Permanent, built in roof 

vents •  Full ventilation panels 
on doors • Breathable canvas

• Built in side wall vents 
• Permanent, built in roof 

vents •  Full ventilation panels 
on doors • Breathable canvas

• Built in side wall vents 
• Permanent, built in roof 

vents •  Full ventilation panels 
on doors • Breathable canvas

• Built in side wall vents
• Permanent, built in roof 

vents
• Breathable canvas

• Built in side wall vents
• Permanent, built in roof 

vents
• Breathable canvas

Door options  : What door options and configurations your bell tent has.

• Single A frame front door • Single A frame front door • Single A frame front door • Two A frame doors 
(one front, one side)

• Two N Frame doors
(one front, one back)

Extra features  : Any additional features your bell tent has. (Full description of features on pages 37 - 39)

•   Waterproof and 
breathable for added 

comfort  •  2 Year warranty  
•   Any season tent  •   UV 

50+ Protection  •   Inner tent 
ready|  •   Premium NoChill 
mesh ventilation with covers  

•   Premium guy ropes  •   
Ground anchors  •   Premium 
hand sliders  •   Sustainable 
fabric  •   Single person pitch

•   Waterproof and 
breathable for added 

comfort  •  2 Year warranty  
•   Any season tent  •   UV 

50+ Protection  •   Inner tent 
ready|  •   Premium NoChill 
mesh ventilation with covers  

•   Premium guy ropes  •   
Ground anchors  •   Premium 
hand sliders  •   Sustainable 
fabric  •   Single person pitch

•   Waterproof and 
breathable for added 

comfort  •  2 Year warranty  
•   Any season tent  •   UV 

50+ Protection  •   Inner tent 
ready|  •   Premium NoChill 
mesh ventilation with covers  

•   Premium guy ropes  •   
Ground anchors  •   Premium 
hand sliders  •   Sustainable 
fabric  •   Single person pitch

Waterproof and breathable 
for added comfort  •  2 Year 

warranty.  •   Any season 
tent  •   UV 50+ Protection •  

Inner tent ready   •   Premium 
NoChill mesh ventilation 

with covers  •   Premium guy 
ropes  •   Ground anchors  
•   Premium Hand sliders  •   

Sustainable fabric  •   Scenic 
windows  •   Internal blinds 

(zipped).

Waterproof and breathable  
•   2 Year warranty  •   Any 

season tent  •   UV 50+ 
Protection  •   Inner tent 

ready  •   Premium NoChill 
mesh ventilation with covers  

•   Premium guy ropes  •   
Ground anchors  •   Premium 
Hand sliders  •   Sustainable 
fabric  •   Scenic windows  

•   Internal blinds (zipped)  •   
Single person pitch

Optional Extras and Accessories for your bell tent

Inner tents : That extra layer and hidden away sleeping area when you want it

• Bell tent inner tent- takes up 
half the space inside
• Pop up inner tent

• Bell tent inner tent- takes up 
half the space inside
• Pop up inner tent

• Bell tent inner tent- takes up 
half the space inside
• Pop up inner tent

• Emperor inner tent takes up 
one third of the space inside

• Pop up inner tent

• 1 or 2 Touareg inner tents - 
Each takes up one third of the 

space inside
• Pop up inner tent

Accessories and Lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.

• Collapsible LED lantern
• Supernova LED lights

• D Ring hangers
• Pack away storage shelves

• Collapsible LED lantern
• Supernova LED lights

• D Ring hangers
• Pack away storage shelves

• Collapsible LED lantern
• Supernova LED lights

• D Ring hangers
• Pack away storage shelves

• Collapsible LED lantern
• Supernova LED lights

• D Ring hangers
• Pack away storage shelves

• Collapsible LED lantern
• Supernova LED lights

• D Ring hangers
• Pack away storage shelves

Tarps and Wind Breaks: Give you that extra covered area and protection from the elements.

• Triangle tarp
• Large tarp

• Extra large tarp
• Signature Windblocker

• Triangle tarp
• Large tarp

• Extra large tarp
• Signature Windblocker

• Triangle tarp
• Large tarp

• Extra large tarp
• Signature Windblocker

• Triangle tarp
• Large tarp

• Extra large tarp
• Signature Windblocker

• Triangle tarp
• Large tarp

• Extra large tarp
• Signature Windblocker

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning

Log design Ottoman Log design Ottoman Log design Ottoman Log design Ottoman Log design Ottoman

Signature Bell Tent Details
Floorplan , materials, features and optional extras



(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Code A3000 A3005

Model 4 6

Size (cm) 240 x 240 360 x 300

Height (cm) 180 - 220 180 - 220

Pack size (cm) 173 x 20 x 25 185 x 25 x 25

Tent weight (kg) 10.8 15

Total weight (kg) 12.8 18

This is the Pro version of the best selling Screen House. It is still 
the simplest, quickest, easiest and best gazebo on the market, still 
comes in two sizes (4 and 6) and is built and designed so one 
person can erect (or take it down) in less than one minute.

It has all the benefits from the premium No-Chill PRO mesh 
panels, with additional sewn in and fully zipped Quest-Tec 
210 side walls. This gives you an un-rivalled amount of options. 
You can roll the side walls down for complete privacy. Open the 
external blinds on the windows to allow light and views in, or roll 
the entire side wall up to reveal the premium quest No-Chill PRO 
mesh sides allowing it to be warmer in the wind and cooler in the 
sun.

It uses the latest generation premium hub system which has 
been improved on again making it smaller, lighter and more 
durable, whilst maintaining its ease of use and ability to be 
repaired if required. 

The Quest Tec 210 fabric gives you a waterproof roof and the 
excellent coating helps lengthen its life span. It also has a UV 
rating of 50+ giving you great protection from the sun.

The Screen House Pro also features the new accessory zip. This 
is a full zip that runs around the entire front of the doorway(s) 
allowing for additional accessories to be attached to extend the 
features of your screen house.

You can already get the large front canopy for the accessory 
zip, also the new vehicle connector, new screen shield and 
more to come, giving you extra usage and features on your 
Screen House pro.

The Screen House 6 Pro also has an additional door giving you 
two entrances or exits and allows you to zip up to 6 of them 
together to create a Screen House village.

SCREEN HOUSE PRO

Poled
Instant Shelter

The quickest
and easiest

shelter / gazebo
on the market

Pitch
Time
1 min

Screen House 4 Pro shown with optional vehicle connector (purchased seperatley)
Features

|  Quest Tec210 lightweight fabric.   |   
Waterproof roof.  |   Single person pitch.   |  

Lightweight.   |   60 seconds to erect.   |   UV 
50+ protection.  |   Premium NoChill mesh PRO 
panels.   |   Premium hub system   |   Accessory 
zip.   |   Zip down side panels with windows and 

external blinds.   |   Extra pegging points.   |   
Storm straps.   |   Zip together double doors.   |   
2 SH6 pro’s can be zipped together.   |   2 Doors 

(SH6 only)   |   Zipped carry bag.   |
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Item Code 120053 120051

Model 4 6

Size (cm) 240 x 240 360 x 300

Height (cm) 180 - 220 180 - 220

Pack size (cm) 173 x 15 x 15 185 x 18 x 18

Tent weight (kg) 8.5 12.5

Total weight (kg) 10.5 15.5

The Screen House is the original, quickest, easiest and best 
gazebo on the market. It comes in two sizes , the Screen House 4 
which has 4 sides and the scren house 6, which has  6 sides.

The Screen House has been built and designed to be so easy to 
erect that one person can erect it in less than one minute. It 
is also just as easy to take down and can be taken down by one 
person in less than one minute and easily stored away in its own 
zipped carry bag.

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate, you 
simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push the sides 
and roof and it springs into position and you are ready to peg 
(we always recommend pegging all storm straps and pegging 
points).

It uses the latest generation premium hub system which has 
been improved on again making it smaller, lighter and more 
durable, whilst maintaining its ease of use and ability to be 

repaired if required. The premium hub system has been in use for 
over 5 years now and our original samples are still going strong,sp 
the frame system is truely built to last.

It comes with extra pegging points on every corner and in 
the middle of each side giving you great ground anchorage. It 
has storm straps on every side ensuring it stays up in adverse 
weather and makes it sturdier than any gazebo you are used 
to. It also comes with two additional poles that are used in the 
doorway to give extra strength and stability against teh wind 
when the screen house is in use.

The premium No-Chill PRO mesh panels are built in, these help 
keep you warmer in the wind and cooler in the sun, but allows the 
air to flow ensuring no gas build up can occur inside. 

The Quest Tec 210 fabric gives you a waterproof roof and the 
excellent coating helps lengthen its life span. It also has a UV 
rating of 50+ giving you great protection from the sun.

SCREEN HOUSE

Poled
Instant Shelter

The quickest
and easiest

shelter / gazebo
on the market

Pitch
Time
1 min

Features
|   Quest Tec210 lightweight fabric.   |   

Waterproof roof.   |   Single person pitch.   |   
Lightweight.   |   60 seconds to erect.   |   UV 
50+ protection.   |   Premium NoChill mesh 

PRO panels.   |   Premium hub system.   |   Extra 
pegging points.   |   Storm straps.   |   Zip 

together double doors.   |   Zipped carry bag.   |   
Quick drying.   |
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Item Code A5503

Size 145 x 145 (+38) cm

Height 140 - 160 cm

Pack size 105 x 12 x 12 cm

Total weight 4.3 kg

The screen house mini is a compact version of the original screen 
house 4. It is perfect when you want the speed and ease of use of 
the screen house, but in a smaller package.

It is 145 x 145 cm in size and packs away to a small size making 
it easy to store away when not in use. It comes in its own zipped 
carry bag so carrying it is easy as well.

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate, you 
simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push the sides and 
roof and it springs into position - fully set up and ready to peg.

It uses the latest generation premium hub system which has 
been improved on again making it smaller, lighter and more 
durable, whilst maintaining its ease of use and ability to be 
repaired if required. The durability of the hub gives the screen 
house (pro, standard and mini) an edge over the competition, 
they last for years and years. Our test models are used for a 
number of years and go through at least 10-15 years worth of 

wear in that period, proving just how string, durable ad reliable 
they are. The premium No-Chill PRO mesh curved panels are 
built in, these help keep you warmer in the wind and cooler in the 
sun, but allows the air to flow through keeping it fresh at all times. 

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight and 
quick drying. It is U.V. coated to help protect it from the harmful 
UV rays which helps extend its lifespan and gives you a U.P.F. 
rating of 50+ which is the highest possible giving you complete 
protection.

It has pegging points and  storm straps  for great ground 
anchorage and better protection from the wind. It also has a built 
in groundsheet with an oversized front that can be pegged 
down to the front of the screen house mini, or toggled up to form 
a stable style door. 

This is perfect for use on a beach, at a festival, even just in the 
garden to give protection from the sun.

SCREEN HOUSE MINI

Poled
Instant Shelter

The quickest
and easiest
mini shelter

on the market

Pitch
Time
1 min

Features
|   Quest Tec75 very lightweight fabric.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   Small pack 

size.   |   60 seconds to erect.   |   UV 50+ protection.   
|   Premium NoChill mesh PRO panels.   |   Built in 
groundsheet.   |   Premium hub system.   |   Storm 

straps.   |   Stable style door.   |
|   Zipped carry bag.   |   Quick drying.   |
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Item Code 120010

Size 155 x 155 cm

Height 205 - 220 cm

Pack size 17 x 17 x 105 cm

Total weight 5.5 kg

The Utility tent comes in one size and  can be used as a simple 
storage tent, or an easy to use shower tent, your own private 
toilet tent, a great fishing shelter or even the perfect small 
utility tent.

It is 155 x 155 cm in size and packs away to a small size making it 
easy to store away when not in use.

Thanks to the excellent Zero Tension Frame which is simplicity 
itself, the Utility tent can be erected by one person in a matter 
of seconds. It is very lightweight and packs away into its own 
zipped carry bag, making it  easy to carry and store. 

There is nothing to put together, nothing to assemble, you 
just take it out of the bag, put it onto the floor and open it up, 
the frame locks in position so you don’t even have to tension it, 
everything is done for you.

The toggle away floor can be left down if being used as a utility 
tent, or hooked up out of the way if it is being used as a toilet 
tent and the addition of the utility shelf allows it to be used as a 
shower tent giving you loads of different options for a single unit.

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight and 
quick drying. It is U.V. coated to help protect it from the harmful 
UV rays which helps extend its lifespan and gives you a U.P.F. 
rating of 50+ which is the highest possible giving you complete 
protection.

This is the perfect multi-function utility tent for use in so many 
different scenarios.

INSTANT UTILITY

Poled
Instant Utility

Can be erected
by one person

in under
two minutes

Pitch
Time
2 min

Features

|   Quest Tec75 very lightweight fabric.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   120 
seconds to erect.   |   Toggle away floor.   |   
Utility shelf.   |   UV 50+ protection.   |   Zero 

tension frame.   |   Small pack size   |   Zipped 
carry bag.   |   Multi functional.  - Simple storage 
tent - Fishing shelter - Toilet tent - Shower tent 

or Utility tent.   |   Quick drying.   |
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SCREEN HOUSE EXTRAS
Screen House Pro Vehicle Connector

Built to fit the Screen House Pro the vehicle connector is designed 
to connect your screen house to a vehicle. It connects to vehicles 
between 180 and 210cm and simply zips onto the existing 
accessory zip and instantly gives you tunnel connector with two 
doors on. The connector features double beading (4 and 6mm) 
on to allow fitting into an awning channel, or use with a drive 
away kit, The vehicle connector can also be used on its own on 
your vehicle to give you a sheltered cover over your door and 
can even have the canopy zipped to the front of it to give you a 
canopy and cover over your door.

Screen House Pro Canopy

The Screen House Pro canopy fits both the Screen House 4 Pro 
and Screen House 6 Pro.  It simply zips onto the existing accessory 
zip on your screen house pro in seconds and instantly gives you a 
large canopied area to the front. It comes with storm straps and 

pegs so there is nothing extra you need. The fibreglass pole at the 
front of the canopy can be pegged in different positions (further 
in or out) to higher or lower the canopy and to change the shape 
of the canopy.

The canopy can actually be used in conjunction with the vehicle 
connector (the canopy zips directly onto the vehicle connector) 
to allow it to be used as a cover and canopy for vehicles between 
180 and 210 high as well.  

Screen House Side Walls

The Screen House side walls are sold in pairs and they are used 
to give extra weather protection when the weather is bad or extra  
shade when the sun is out, or extra cover from the wind and rain 
when the weather is worse.  They only take seconds to put on and 
can also be used (in conjunction with the universal canopy pole 
kit) as an additional sun shade on the side of your screen house.

120052G : Screen House 6 Side Walls (pair)  • Fits : Screen House 6 (walls are grey in colour). 
120054G : Screen House 4 Side Walls (pair)  • Fits : Screen House 4 (walls are grey in colour). 
A5504 :  Screen House Pro Canopy  • Fits : Screen House 4 Pro and Screen House 6 Pro.
A5505 :  Screen House Pro Vehicle Connector • Fits : Screen House 4 Pro. For fitting to Screen House 6 Pro, please see 
our website as testing had not completed before this catalogue was printed.
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Model Main Unit Add on panel Door Canopy

Item Code A1020 A1021 A1022 A1043

No of panels 3 1 N/A N/A

Size (cm) 480 x 140 160 x 140 80 x 140 160 x 160

Pack size (cm) 110 x 25 x 15 110 x 15 x 10 110 x 8 x 8 80 x 10 x 10

Total weight 6 kg 1.8 kg 1.2 kg 1.5 kg

The image above shows the windshield pro, door panel, additional panel and weather canopy all togther.

The Windshield Pro is the very best windbreak available. It is 
lighter, more expandable, more secure and more stable than its 
rivals.

It has a patented frame system that has been designed with 
one job, to deliver the very best windbreak possible.  One of the 
patented parts are the connector at the top of the leg support 
poles. This simple fitting firstly locks the leg support pole in place, 
it also strengthens the top bar of the windshield making it stronger 
against the wind and even helps stop the bars moving in the wind, 
where rivals simply pops off in the wind.

The Windshield Pro can be slid into your caravan (or motor 
home) awning channel (if available) allowing you to come directly 
off the vehicle.

The frame system locks itself in place making it easier to erect and 
more sturdy when in use. The unique frame system means no guy 
lines are required and the entire frame system can be placed on 
one side of the windshield ensuring you have absolutely no trip 
hazards and you get to use 100% of the space available.

It can be extended with a door, an additional panel and now a 
weather shade giving you an amazing amount of options. The 
Windshield is designed to go right down to the ground and with 
its additional pegging points held down making a secure and 
safe place on the inside, perfect for pets and children. 

The new Expert Edition features the new super sleeves / dog 
guard, which gives you better connection to the ground. The 
sleeves act as a mud wall and draught skirt giving you better 
draught exclusion. Next it allows you to use additional top cross 
poles (purchased separately) as a dog guard feature. This dog 
guard feature creates a solid bar across the bottom of the panel 
ensuring your pet cannot push the material out of the way as it is 
held firmly in place with the solid aluminium bar.

This bar can also be used to help anchor the windshield to hard 
ground. It allows you to use ladder bands or elastics (purchased 
separately) to form additional pegging points that can be used 
easily and effectively even on hard ground.

WINDSHIELD PRO

Poled
Wind Break

Pitch Times

1 person : 15 mins
2 people : 10 mins

Modular - can 
be increased to 

any size.

Features
|   HydroDore SL Pro lightweight fabric.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   Very small 
pack size.   |   Dog guard option.   |   No guy lines.   

|   Strong & secure frame system (patented).   |   
Viewing windows.   |   Extendable to any size.   |   

Can be connected directly to a caravan.   |   Can 
be connected to any other windshield pro.   |   

Zipped carry bag.   |   Quick drying.   |
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500cmItem Code A5022

No of panels 4

Size 500 x 150 cm

Pack size 170 x 20 x 10 cm

Total weight 6 kg

Poled
Wind Break

100% Full 
cotton fabric.

Pitch Times

1 person : 10 mins
2 people : 5 mins

This is the excellent, premium windbreak perfect for use with your 
bell tents or anything else.

It uses the same sustainably sourced Quest Tec FullC 100% 
cotton fabric that the signature bell tent range uses so it will 
match perfectly with all the models. It also means that it will last 
for years and look amazing when in use.

Used along with the additional tarps it can create that additional 
covered space you want, whilst keeping in style with your bell tent, 
but they aren’t just for Bell Tent owners this is a stand out wind 
breaker for any one after a higher quality, premium windbreak 
that will last longer.

It comes with wooden poles to finish the natural bell tent look 
and also features the same premium guy ropes and hand 
sliders that are on the Quest Elite® Signature range of bell tents. 

The premium guy ropes are a cut above you standard guy line. 
These are heavy duty, extremely strong, durable, hard wearing, 
braided rope and allows you to get as much tension as you need 
without any chance of breaking.

The hand sliders on the guy lines are large metal hand sliders 
finsihed in a premium coating to make tensioning your guy rope 
easier and more comfortable as well as lasting longer than their 
rivals.

To finish of the premium windbreak you get heavy duty ground 
anchors. These give much better ground anchorage and will last 
far longer than their cheap rivals.

WIND BLOCKER

Features
|   Quest Tec FullC canvas.   |   2 Year warranty.   
|   Any season fabric.   |   Single person pitch   |   

Sustainable fabric.   |   UV 50+ Protection.   |   
Premium guy ropes.   |   Ground anchors.   |   

Premium Hand sliders.   |
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Item Code A1037

No of  panels 3

Size 500 x 140 cm

Pack size 57 x 14 x 11 cm

Total weight 2 kg

The Falcon is a lightweight, poled windbreak that is matched 
perfectly with the Falcon range of awnings and is fantastic value 
for money.

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight and 
quick drying fabric. It is U.V. coated to help protect it from the 
harmful UV rays which helps extend its lifespan and gives you 
a U.P.F. rating of 50+ which is the highest possible giving you 
complete protection.

The windbreak comes in its own zipped, carry bag with dual 
handles making it easy to carry and store away. The windbreak 
breaks down to an incredibly small pack size which is excellent 
and makes storing it away even easier.

The windbreak is styled to match the Falcon range of awnings. 
It uses the same base fabric and same colours to ensure that it 
blends in perfectly, making it the perfect companion to any of the 
Falcon porch or drive away awnings. 

This windbreak is not only amazing value for money, but such a 
small pack size makes it perfect for those with limited space, the 
budget conscious as well as any Falcon awning owner.

FALCON 500

Poled
Wind Break

Extremely
 lightweight 

and Tiny
pack size

Pitch Times

1 person : 15 mins
2 people : 10 mins

Features
|   Quest Tec75 very lightweight fabric.   |   Single 

person pitch.   |   Very smal pack size.   |   Very 
lightweight.   |  Quick drying.   |   Viewing 

windows.   |   Guy lines.   |   Zipped carry bag.   |
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The Screen Shield is a lightweight, extremely quick and easy to 
use windbreak that comes in two sizes, a 1 panel and 3 panel 
version and is very different to most windbreaks.

The first difference is the height. This windbreak is high, very high 
in fact at 180cm it is around the highest windbreak available. This 
gives you even better protection from the wind and when it is 
zipped directly onto the Screen House Pro  matches perfectly 
well. Each panel has a large viewing panel in as well so you still 
get great views when the windbreak is up.

The next difference is that it can be zipped straight onto a 
Screen House pro (fits both a 4 and 6). It simply zips onto the 
accessory zip that is already on your Screen House Pro and gives 
you extra shielded space from your screen house pro.

Next you can zip screen shields together. You can zip as many 
together as you want. You can mix and match 1 panel and 3 
panels, giving you complete flexibility in size.

It uses the same latest generation premium hub system which 
has been improved on again making it smaller, lighter and more 
durable, whilst maintaining its ease of use and ability to be 
repaired if required. 

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate, you 
simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push each panel 
and it springs into position - fully set up and ready to peg. 

To help increase its strength and performance in the wind you also 
get guy lines for added stability and a lightweight aluminium 
pole(s) (2 on the 3 panel, 1 on the 1 panel). These combined with 
the framework in the screen shield itself helps make it extremely 
stable.

It uses the same Quest Tec210 fabric that the screen house 
uses to ensure it matches perfectly and gives you the same 
lightweight combined with high performance. It also means 
that it is UV coated and gives a UV rating of 50+ ensuring 
protection from the sun.

SCREEN SHIELD
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Item Code A5510 A5512

Model One Three

No of panels 1 3

Size 180 x 180 cm 540 x 180 cm

Pack size 134 x 12 x 12 cm 134 x 18 x 18 cm

Total weight 3.1 kg 8 kg

The image shows the 3 panel and 1 panel shown zipped together.

Features
|   Quest Tec210 lightweight fabric.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Lightweight.   |   60 seconds 
to erect.   |   UV 50+ protection.   |   Premium 
hub system.   |   Extendable.   |   Zips directly 
to Screen House Pro (all models).   |   Viewing 

windows.   |   Guy lines.   |   Aluminium stability 
pole(s).   |   Zipped carry bag.   |

Poled
Wind Break

100% Full 
cotton fabric.

Pitch Times

1 person : 10 mins
2 people : 5 mins
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Breathable Cosy Carpet 

• Breathable • Higher quality, denser and more robust weave • Easy to use • Universal use • Vintage pattern • Carry bag
• Easy to clean • Lightweight • Durable

• A1101XS: Extra small (250 x 250) • A1101M : Medium (350 x 250) • A1101L : Large (400 x 250)

Model Flooring Fitting Details

Pluto (xsmall) 1 x A1101XS & 1 x A1101M This gives you one mat per side of the awning.

Pluto (small) 2 x A1101M This gives you one mat per side of the awning.

Pluto (medium) 2 x A1101M This gives you one mat per side of the awning.

Pluto (large) 1 x A110M & 1 x A110L This gives you one mat per side of the awning.

Pluto (xlarge) 1 x A110M & 1 x A110L This gives you one mat per side of the awning.

Vega 330 / 330 High 1 x A1101M Covers the entire area and will protrude slightly (or fold over).

Vega 375 1 x A1101M Covers the entire area with the mat resting on the mudwall.

Air Annex 1  A1101XS Covers the entire area and protrudes slightly all the way around.

Dorado 350 1 x A1101M Covers the entire area, due to the angled shape of the awning the 
corners may need to be folded in or will protrude.

Lynx 200 1  A1101XS Covers the entire area and protrudes (or fold over).

Lynx 240 1 x A1101XS Covers the entire area and may protrude slightly.

Snowdon 1 x A1101M Covers the entire area and may protrudes slightly.

Kensington 1 x A1101M Covers the entire area and may protrudes slightly.

Windsor 1 x A1101XS Covers the entire area with the mat resting on the mudwall.

Westminster 1  A1101XS Covers the entire area and protrudes (or fold over).

Orion 1 x A1101M or
1 x A1101XS or
1 x Orion groundsheet

Covers the entire area and may protrude (or fold over) or
Covers 80% of the area with a gap around the edge or 
Designed to fit and velcros in place all around.

Neptune 1 x A1101L or
1 x Neptune groundsheet

Covers the entire area and may protrude (or fold over) or
Designed to fit and velcros in place all around.

Hydra 320 1 x A1101M or
1 x A1101XS or
1 x Hydra groundsheet

Covers the entire area and may protrude (or fold over) or
Covers 80% of the area with a gap around the edge or 
Designed to fit and velcros in place all around.

Falcon 220 1 x A1101XS Covers all of the area and will protrude slightly (or fold over).

Falcon 260 1 x A1101XS Covers all of the area with the mat on the mudwall.

Falcon 325 (porch) 1 x A1101M Covers all of the area and may protrude slightly on the left & right.

Falcon 390 1 x A1101L Covers all of the area and may protrude slightly on the left & right.

Falcon 325 (drive 
away)

1 x A1101M Covers all of the area with the mat on the mudwall.

Screen House 4 1 x A1101XS Covers the entire area and may protrude slightly

Sceeen House 4 Pro 1 x A1101XS Covers the entire area and may protrude slightly

Screen House 6 1 x A1101M Gaps due to square mat and hexagon shape of the screen house

Screen House 6 Pro 1 x A1101M Gaps due to square mat and hexagon shape of the screen house

Bell 400 1 x A1101M The circular nature means that the matting will never go right to the 
edge , so we recommend one main mat and a few throws.

Bell 500 1 x A1101L The circular nature means that the matting will never go right to the 
edge , so we recommend one main mat and a few throws.

Bell 600 2 x A1101XS The circular nature means that the matting will never go right to the 
edge , so we recommend two main mats and a few throws.

Touareg 2 x A1101L This gives you one mat per side of the awning.

Emperor 2 x A1101L This covers 80% of the floor, but due to the cut in sides will not cover 
the entire area.

Flooring Guide
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• 120 seconds to erect : This item can be erected in less than 
two minutes. We test it ourselves to ensure that it can be done.

• 2 Year full warranty :  This product is built to last, so we give 
you a full 2 year warranty, giving you more peace of mind.

• 360o Vista View : The 360 vista view option allows you to roll 
the entire side of the bell tent up, allowing for amazing views 
and gives your tent a complete an full airing.

• 60 seconds to erect : The product can be erected in less 
than sixty seconds. We test it ourselves to ensure that it can be 
done.

• Accessory Zip : This is a zip which allows the use of 
accessories and optional products. You can zip on a canopy, 
vehicle connector and the new screen shield.

• Adjustable tubes : Thsi awning has adjustable air tubes 
which help improving pitching and fitting by allowing the size 
of teh tube to be adjusted in length.

• Advanced air system (AAS) is a high specification air 
tube system. It is designed to give you the benefits of both a 
multi-inflation system as well as the ease of use of a single 
inflation system. The system uses 4 layers for strength and 
stability to ensure the best performance possible. The first 
layer is the internal bladder which is the part that you inflate. 
Then we have a dual layer protective cover that has PE and 
polyester covers bonded together, the PE layer of the cover 
is also reinforced at the stress points giving it extra strength 
and stability. Finally we have a sleeve which is sewn into the 
awning. This improves the protection around your air tube, as 
well as the stability of the awning because the tube is held in 
position better.

• Air flow system : This is the next generation of ventilation for 
awnings and tents. It has mutliple vents, whcih can be closed 
to allow you more or less ventialtion and control over where 
the ventialtion comes from.

• Annex ready : This product has an annex option, allowing 
you to add that extra space for storage, bedroom(s) and 
more. You can have one or two annexes as they can be 
attached to either side of the product.

• Any season awning/tent : This awning or tent can be used 
in any season. and any time during the year thanks to the 
durability of the fabric, backed with the design and strength 
of the frame, means that it can handle the elements such as 
wind, rain, snow and the sun.

• Air erect system (AES) This is a quick air system, simplified 
to make it easier to use and less to go wrong, the system 
uses 4 layers The system uses 4 layers for strength and 
stability  to ensure the best performance possible. The first 
layer is the internal bladder which is the part that you inflate. 
Then we have a dual layer protective cover that has PE and 
polyester covers bonded together, the PE layer of the cover 
is also reinforced at the stress points giving it extra strength 
and stability. Finally we have a sleeve which is sewn into the 
awning. This improves the protection around your air tube, as 
well as the stability of the awning because the tube is held in 
position better.

• Aluminium stability pole : This is an included aluminium 
pole that can be used to give extra strength and stability.

• Anti-Weather system : This is a collection of updates 
that keep the bad weather out. They include extra rain 
protectors on zips, use of waterproof material for toggle 
points, additional material panels for dual coating and added 
weather protection.

• Built in drive away kit. This awning does not need a drive 
away kit as it is built in. This means it is easier to fit and fits 
better than models which need a drive away kit.

• Built in ventilation. This product has some permanent built 
in vetilation which is helps combat condensation.

• Curtain pole ready. This awning has sewn in loops ready to 
take a curtain pole and curtains (purchsed seperatley).

• Dog guard : This is an optional function which is specifically 
designed to help keep dogs inside your windbreak. 

• Double beading on your product means that it can be 
used in either 4 or 6mm channels. This enables you to use 
this awning directly in a roll out/wind out canopy as well as 
standard caravan awning channels.

• Double rear pads : This awning has double rear pads sewn 
in. These are better than single ones as they give you the 
opton of a standaard isngle pad or double depth double pad 
to fill gaps left by windows or roll out canopies.

• Emergency support system : The emergency support 
system is built into your product and helps if there is an issue. 
If your air tube is damaged then the emergency support 
system will ensure your product stays up, allowing you to fix 
the issue.

• Extendable :  Thsi product can be extended in size and 
features by the addition of extra panels/optional extras.

• Extra high rear tube :  This awnig has a unique exta high 
rear tube, which gives you better door clearance on higher 
vehicles.

• Extra pegging points:  This product has extra pegging 
points which gives you better ground anchorage and better 
protection from the wind.

• Fully adjustable frame : This product has a premium, solid 
adjustable frame, with years of proven reliability. As it can be 
adjusted it also works better on uneven ground, allowing for 
better pitching and performance.

• Fitting Plus is an advanced fitting system giving better 
performance and a tighter fit by using double pads, 
adjustable air beams and multiple height pegging points.

• Ground anchors are extreme heavy duty anchors. far 
stronger than normal pegs, these anchors give you a far more 
secure and strong anchor pint for you tent or awning.

• Groundsheet ready : This product has the option of a high 
performance velcro in groundsheet. This groundsheet is made 
to measure including snug fit cut-outs for the air beams, peg 
down doorways to remove trip hazards and it is a fully tubbed 

Features Guide
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Canvas Features Guide
groundsheet giving the very best weather protection and 
added strength to the product. It is also made from a premium 
, high strength, durable but comfortable rubberised material, 
which gives better thermal protection from the ground, a 
comfortable top to walk over and is highly durable and easy 
to clean.

• High perfromance PVC roof : The snowdon has an 
extremely strong and durable PVC roof, which will last longer 
than its polyester rivals.

• HydroTech cotton touch is a premium 300D polyester 
fabric. It has a unique dual coating which gives it a class 
leading 10,000mm hydrostatic head and has a soft cotton 
touch feel to the outer. It is extremely strong, which means it 
does not need rip-stop stitching as it is already tear resistant. 
It is also extremely durable meaning it will last and look better 
for longer. The fabric also has an excellent condensation 
performance, helping to keep it down to a minimum.

• HydraDore SL is a premium lightweight fabric. A 75D 
polyester with a premium coating and 3,000mm hydrostatic 
head. It’s lightweight makes it easy to use and quick to dry, 
yet the coating gives it a high performance & extended 
durability. 

• HydraDore SL Pro is the thicker more performant version of 
the HydraDore SL fabric. It is a 150D polyester with 4,000mm 
hydrostatic head and added performance and durability, 
whilst still keeping the weight down. 

• Indpendant front panels : This awning has two 
independant from panels, which allows you to use one at a 
time or both at once, giving more options.

• Internal blinds are sewn in and used to cover your window 
and give you additional provacy when required. They can be 
either toggle blinds, where they are toggled up, or premium 
fully zipped blinds which have zips to open and close them.

• Internal curtains :  This product has traditional curtains 
rather than blinds. The curtians give you that traditional look, 
but can also be removed and cleaned if required.

• Lightweight : This product is lightweight. The lightweight of 
the product helps make it easier to pitch carry and store and 
also helps towards being single person pitch.

• Minimal quick-fit frame :  This is our minimal quick-fit 
frame which is designed to use a few poles as possible to 
make it easier and quicker to pitch.

• Multi point inflation :  This product is inflated from multiple 
points. This can make it easier than single point inflation as it 
makes pumping each tube up much easier.

• Permanent pitch : This product has been designed to allow 
use as a permanent pitch awning. It is stronger and more 
durable than standard awnings allowing the extended use.

• Pop up inner tent ready : The product can take our free 
standing pop up inner tent giving you the option if having a 
sleeping pod/bedroom/junk room inside your product.

• Premium guy ropes are a level above you normal guy 

lines. These are heavy duty, extremely strong, durable, hard 
wearing, braided rope and allows you to get as much tension 
as you need without them breaking.

• Premium hand sliders. These are large metal hand sliders 
finsihed in a premium coating to make tensioning your guy 
rope easier and more comfortable.

• Premium NoChill mesh ventilation with covers: These are 
mesh ventilation panels with full zipped covers. The premium 
mesh allows air flow through, but stops the wind chill allowing 
fresh air in, but without the cold.

• Premium NoChill PRO mesh: This is the pro version of our 
premium No-Chill mesh. It allows air to flow freely though, 
but stops the wind chill to help the air inside fel cooler in teh 
summer and warmer in the cold. The pro version is stronger 
and more durable than the standard version. 

• Premium hub system : The premium hub on the screen 
house is in its 5th generation of hub and they get better every 
time. They have years of proven reliability and have years of 
use built in.

• Premium, lightweight aluminium frame : A premium 
quality aluminium frame which is both weatherproof & 
lightweight.

• Premium, minimal pitch frame : This is a premium frame  
designed to use a few poles as possible, that makes the tent 
easier to pitch. The poles themselves are a very heavy duty, 
premium grade galvanised steel giving years or use and 
durability.

• Premium strength steel frame : This is a frame made to 
last with premium materials that will give you stabilty & years 
of use.

• Privacy panel: This annex has a privacy panel which can be 
used to block the annex off from the awning adding privacy, 
or simply hiding the contents of the annex from the main 
awning.

• Privacy windows: These are windows that allow light in, but 
do not allow to see in.

• Inner tent ready : The product is ready to take its own 
dedicated inner tent, which is specifically designed for that 
product and is simply hung up in place and gives you a 
dedicated sleeping pod/ bedroom.

• ‘Pano-View’ This product has been designed for maximum 
views, allowing for extra light in and better views when inside, 
all of which add up to a better experience when using the 
product.

• Quick Drying : The lightweight fabric used on this product 
is naturally quick to dry, which makes it easier to use and 
manage.

• Quest Tec210 is a lightweight 210D polyester fabric with 
added durability, strength and performance. The advanced 
UV coating gives it a 2,000mm Hydrostatic head (HH).

• Quest Tec75 is an extremely lightweight fabric making it 
easy to use, quick drying and easy to roll and fold making 
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your awning easier to pack away. The fabric itself is a 75D 
polyester with a hydrostatic head of 3,000mm.

• Quest Tec FullC is a luxurious 100% cotton fabric, that is 
waterproof, breathable and performs better in hot and cold 
conditions. Better fabric for a better experience.

• Rain safe canopy : This product has a front canopy which 
is  excellent at keeping the rain off especially when you open 
the door in the morning.

• Rear legs : This product comes with rear legs which are 
used to hold your draught pads against your van giving you a 
better fit and more protection from the weather.

• Removable panels : This product has removable panels. 
This makes it easier to use as it allows you to lower the weight 
of teh product when pitching. It also makes it easier to pack 
away and gives you the option of using teh product without 
the panels in.

• Roll up front panel : The front panel on this product can be 
rolled up when not needed.

• Scenic windows are premium feature found on some bell 
tents. They are crystal clear windows with internal blinds. They 
add extra light and air into you tent, usually not found on bell 
tents but included on this product.

• Single point inflation : This air product is inflated from one 
single point. This makes it easier to use when inflated via an 
electric pump as you inflate the entire product up from one 
point.

• Single person pitch : This product can be pitched by one 
person Before we award this feature we test the product 
ourselves by pitching it with one person to be 100% sure that it 
can be done easily enough to claim single person pitch.

• Small pack size : The pack size of this product is small. The 
fabric folds away neatly into a small package. Without the 
addition of air beams the pack size is kept small.

• Stable style door : This is a door that is half height and has 
an open area to the top.

• Storm pole(s) : This product comes with at least 1 storm 
pole. Storm poles are great at giving extra protection from the 
wind, rain and can be usefull as a place to hang a light.

• Strong and Secure frame system : This is a patented 
frame system that is stronger and more secure than standard 
ones due to its clever design and framework. It makes the 
windbreak easier to use, stroinger and more stable all in one.

• Sun canopy front panel : The front panel on this product 
can be rolled up when not required and can be used in 
conjunction with the universal canopy pole kit (purchased 
seperatley) to create a sun canopy to the front.

• Super Tubes : Super Tubes are larger and stronger tubes 
than standard air tubes. This means your product performs 
better in adverse weather as they are stronger and bends and 
flexes far less than other products.

• Sustainable fabric : The fabric used in this product is 

sustainable, which means it is better for the environment, 
better for the earth and better for the next generation.

• Utility shelf :  This is a multi funtional shelf which can be 
used to hold a solar shower or removed when not needed.

• UV 50+ Protection :  The fabric on this product has been 
UV treated. This means that it not only protects you it also 
protects itself and helps the product last longer.

• Viewing windows :  These windbreaks have window panels 
in them to allow views through the windbreak.

• Ventilation windows/doors :  This product has dual layered 
windows or doors. This allows you to open the window or door 
to the mesh. This allows air flow through the product, but 
stops wind chill and flying insects from getting in. It also helps 
combat condensation. The larger the window/door the better 
the ventialtion.

• Very lightweight :  This product is very lightweight, which 
makes it easier to use and pack away. The light weight nature 
helps towards it being single person pitch as it is easy to pull 
through the awning channel yourself.

• Very small pack size : The pack size of this product is very 
small. Thanks to the lightweight fabric which rolls and folds 
down very small and the minimal quick-fit frame you end up 
with a very small packed away size.

• Waterproof & breathable : The full cotton canvas on this 
tent means that it is both waterproof and breathable giving 
you protection from the and helps stop condensation.

• Waterproof roof : The roof on this product is waterproof 
and teh seams have been taped.

• Zero tension frame is a quick and easy frame system that 
tensions itself so you don’t have to. You simply open it out, 
extended the legs and your are done.

• Ziped carry bag : This product comes in its own zipped 
carry bag to make storage and carrying easy.

• Zip down side panels : the side panels on this product ca 
be zipped down to give extra protection from the elements. 
They also feature windows to allow light in when in use and 
external blinds for added privacy when required.

• Zipped PVC groundsheet is a fully zipped, heavy duty 
premium PVC, giving durability ,strength, and better thermal 
protection. Easier to clean and pack away, plus when taking 
the tent down you can unzip your canvas to ensure it stays 
clean.

• Zip together double doors : These are large, fully zipped 
double doors which allow you a huge double width entrance, 
and can be fully zipped together when required.

• Zip on / off tunnel:  This product has a zip on tunnel. This 
means that the product does not need a drive away kit. This 
saves you money, but also makes it easier to attach to your 
roll out/wind out canopy. It also improves the performance of 
awning by giving better protection against the weather.

Canvas Features Guide
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QTex Padded 2D mesh Fabric
This is a premium stretch fabric with added levels of comfort. It combines great levels of cushioned comfort with extra 
padding for extra comfort along with lasting durability and great weather resistance allowing it to last longer than its rivals. 
First comes the amazing level of comfort. The base fabric is cushioned so it is softer and more comfortable than its rivals. 
On top of this cushioned comfort the material is breathable thanks to its porous nature. This means that it is also more 
comfortable on hot days as your skin can breathe when sitting on it allowing you to stay cooler. The stretch in the fabric 
also means that you get extra comfort from the give in the fabric. On top of all this comfort the fabric is also padded which 
gives you even greater levels of comfort. These chairs really are made for comfort.
Next the fabric is very durable. It is naturally hard wearing giving it a long lasting lifespan. The stretch nature of the material 
means that it bounces back after use and will stay taught for longer than its cheaper rivals. It is U.V. resistant so offers great 
resistance to the suns rays, which also helps it last longer as it takes longer for the suns rays to damage the fabric. The 
fabric is also quick dry thanks to its porous nature and the water repellent outer coating of the fabric. This gives the material 

excellent weather resistance helping the chair to last longer.

Exclusive Slide Out Side Table
All items in this range have the exclusive Quest Elite slide out side table. This is an exclusive side table that is simply slide out 
from underneath the seat of the chair and locks in place. This gives you the perfect side table at the perfect height. When 
you don’t want the table you can simply slide it away so it doesn’t get in the way.

Premium Aluminium Frame
This is a premium aluminium frame. First the base material is a premium grade aluminium, selected for its light weight, 
durability and weather resistance, giving you the bets of both worlds, both low weight and great weather resistance. The 
frame is made even better thanks to its premium electro-plated coating. This means it gets an extremely high quality 
coating, which is more even than its powder coated rivals, more durable and will help keep the frame looking new for longer.

RANGE FEATURES RANGE FEATURES 
The Quest Elite® Bordeaux Pro range is all about comfort and style.

They use the high performance materials, with a premium padding giving you maximum comfort. This 
is combined with a stunning style to give you a range that performs as good as it looks.

Scan me to 
find out 
more

Or follow the link below

http://www.questleisure.com/lz/fu
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Quest Elite® Bordeaux Pro Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F1342 : The Easy : Great levels of comfort with added practicality. 
This chair can be used on its own to eat at a table or simply relax. Add 
the optional leg rest and it can be turned into a full lounger.

F1343XL : The Relax : This is simply the most comfortable chair in 
the range. Its a zero gravity relaxer giving you amazing levels of comfort 
whenever you need it. It has also been made XL wide giving a larger 
and more comfortable seating area.

F1344 : The Lounge : The perfect sun lounger, day bed or even a 
deluxe camp bed. Higher than standard loungers making them more 
comfortable and easier to get in and out off.   With the added levels of 
comfort and its ease of use, this is stand out lounger or bed. 

F1345 : The Rest : Simple but effective. The rest is used with the easy 
chair to turn them from just a chair to a relaxer or lounger. Extremely 
lightweight and folds away when not in use.

F1348 : The Double Snug : Extremely comfortable and space for 
two. The double snug takes the comfort of the padded QTex 2D mesh 
fabric and combines it with a sofa style chair for two. It features pockets 
on the sides as well, the perfect place for phones, remotes and more. It 
also packs down small and into its own carry bag to make storage and 
travel easy.

F1344 F1343XL
F1342

F1345

F1348

FIRE
Retardant

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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QTex 2D mesh Fabric
This is a premium stretch fabric which combines great levels of cushioned comfort with long lasting durability and great 
weather resistance allowing it to be used in any weather. First comes the comfort. The base fabric is cushioned so it is 
softer and more comfortable than its rivals. On top of this cushioned comfort the material is breathable thanks to its porous 
nature. This means that it is also more comfortable on hot days as your skin can breathe when sitting on it allowing you to 
stay cooler. The stretch in the fabric also means that you get extra comfort from the give in the fabric.
Next the fabric is very durable. It is naturally hard wearing giving it a long lasting lifespan. The stretch nature of the material 
means that it bounces back after use and will stay taught for longer than its cheaper rivals. It is U.V. resistant so offers great 
resistance to the suns rays, which also helps it last longer as it takes longer for the suns rays to damage the fabric.
The fabric is also quick dry thanks to its porous nature and the water repellent outer coating of the fabric. When it rains the 
majority of water runs though the material which means you are only left with a small amount on the fabric which dries 

quickly. This gives the material excellent weather resistance and means it can be used in any weather.

Exclusive Slide Out Side Table
All items in this range (except the swing) have the exclusive Quest Elite slide out side table. This is an exclusive side table 
that is simply slide out from underneath the seat of the chair and locks in place. This gives you the perfect side table at the 
perfect height. When you don’t want the table you can simply slide it away so it doesn’t get in the way.

Premium Aluminium Frame
This is a premium aluminium (the recline uses a hybrid steel and aluminium) frame. First the base material is a premium 
grade aluminium, selected for its light weight, durability and weather resistance, giving you the bets of both worlds, both 
low weight and great weather resistance. The frame is made even better thanks to its premium electro-plated coating. This 
means it gets an extremely high quality coating, which is more even than its powder coated rivals, more durable and will 
help keep the frame looking new for longer.

RANGE FEATURES RANGE FEATURES 
The Quest Elite® Naples Pro range is all about lightweight performance.

They use the high performance materials, with a premium lightweight frame to give you an extremely 
comfortable chair, high on style and very lightweight. The use of the all weather fabric and aluminium 
frames also gives you excellent performance in any weather. The lounge bed also features the padded 

version of the QTex 2D mesh fabric.

Scan me to 
find out 
more

Or follow the link below

http://www.questleisure.com/lz/fu
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Quest Elite® Naples Pro Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F1324 : The Lounge : The perfect sun lounger, day bed or even a 
deluxe camp bed. Higher than standard loungers making them more 
comfortable and easier to get in and out off. The Lounge uses the 
padded version of the QTex 2D mesh fabric giving you even greater 
levels of comfort. With the added levels of comfort and its ease of use, 
this is stand out lounger or bed.

F1321 : The Recline : The smallest packed sized chair in the range. 
Small and lightweight, but still with a high back, padded cushion and 
ergonomic back giving great levels of comfort with a low entry price. 
This chair can be used on its own to eat at a table or simply relax. Add 
the optional leg rest and it can be turned into a full lounger.

F1322 : The Comfort : This is the perfect blend of the full relaxer and 
recline chair in one. Added levels of comfort thanks to the elastics and 
chair design, but the same practicality of an upright chair you can eat 
at the table with. The optional leg rest can be used with this chair as well 
to give you a great lounger as well.

F1323XL :  The Relax : This is simply the most comfortable chair in 
the range. Its a zero gravity relaxer giving you amazing levels of comfort 
whenever you need it. It has also been made XL wide giving a larger 
and more comfortable seating area.

F1325 : The Rest : Simple but effective. The rest is used with both the 
recline and comfort chairs to turn them from just a chair to a relaxer or 
lounger. Extremely lightweight and folds away when not in use.

F1327 : The Bench : A folding bench gives you two seats that can be 
folded away in seconds for easy storage. The bench folds flat allowing 
it to be stored away in a small space when not in use. When folded out 
you get two full size seats, each with its own slide out side table. 

F1326 : The Swing : An excellent addition to any outdoor space. The 
swing gives you three extremely comfortable seats, styled to match the 
Naples Pro range. The Sun Canopy protects you from the U.V. rays as 
you sit back and swing in comfort. Removable cushions allow for easier 
maintenance and cleaning.

F1324

F1321

F1325

F1322

F1323XL

F1326

F1327

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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QTex 2D mesh Fabric
This is a premium stretch fabric which combines great levels of cushioned comfort with long lasting durability and great 
weather resistance allowing it to be used in any weather. First comes the comfort. The base fabric is cushioned so it is 
softer and more comfortable than its rivals. On top of this cushioned comfort the material is breathable thanks to its porous 
nature. This means that it is also more comfortable on hot days as your skin can breathe when sitting on it allowing you to 
stay cooler. The stretch in the fabric also means that you get extra comfort from the give in the fabric.
Next the fabric is very durable. It is naturally hard wearing giving it a long lasting lifespan. The stretch nature of the material 
means that it bounces back after use and will stay taught for longer than its cheaper rivals. It is U.V. resistant so offers great 
resistance to the suns rays, which also helps it last longer as it takes longer for the suns rays to damage the fabric.
The fabric is also quick dry thanks to its porous nature and the water repellent outer coating of the fabric. When it rains the 
majority of water runs though the material which means you are only left with a small amount on the fabric which dries 

quickly. This gives the material excellent weather resistance and means it can be used in any weather.

Exclusive Slide Out Side Table
All items in this range have the exclusive Quest Elite slide out side table. This is an exclusive side table that is simply slide out 
from underneath the seat of the chair and locks in place. This gives you the perfect side table at the perfect height. When 
you don’t want the table you can simply slide it away so it doesn’t get in the way.

Premium Steel Frame
This is a premium steel (the recline uses a hybrid steel and aluminium) frame. First the base material is a very high quality 
steel which is used for its strength. Due to its quality and strength the thickness of the frame has been lowered to bring the 
weight down without having to sacrifice strength and durability. The frame is then made even better, thanks to its premium 
electro-plated coating. This means it gets an extremely high quality coating, which is more even than its powder coated 
rivals, more durable and will help keep the frame looking new for longer.

RANGE FEATURES RANGE FEATURES 
The Quest Elite® Ragley Pro range is all about style and durability.

They use the high performance materials, with a premium electro plated steel frame to give you an 
extremely comfortable chair, high on style with added durability.

Scan me to 
find out 
more

Or follow the link below
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Quest Elite® Ragley Pro Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F1304 : The Lounge : The perfect sun lounger, day bed or even a 
deluxe camp bed. Higher than standard loungers making them more 
comfortable and easier to get on and off. With the added levels of 
comfort and its ease of use, this is stand out lounger or bed. 

F1301 : The Recline : The smallest packed sized chair in the range. 
Small and lightweight, but still with a high back, padded cushion and 
ergonomic back giving great levels of comfort with a low entry price. 
This chair can be used on its own to eat at a table or simply relax. Add 
the optional leg rest and it can be turned into a full lounger.

F1302 : The Comfort : A larger version of the recline with added 
levels of comfort thanks to its elasticated seat. The optional leg rest can 
be used with this chair as well to give you a great lounger as well..

F1303 : The Relax : This is simply the most comfortable chair in the 
range. Its a zero gravity relaxer giving you amazing levels of comfort 
whenever you need it.

F1305 : The Rest : Simple but effective. The rest is used with both the 
recline and comfort chairs to turn them from just a chair to a relaxer or 
lounger. Extremely lightweight and folds away when not in use.

F1304

F1301 F1302
F1303

F1305

F1305

F1302

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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QTex Weave Fabric
This is a premium hard wearing fabric which comes in different levels of padding and comfort. The material is extremely 
durable and easy to clean helping it last longer. The base material if a very high quality 600D polyester, but it has a modern 
PU coating which gives it extra durability and protection from the suns rays without lowering the comfort levels of the soft 
fabric. This coating helps the chair to look better and last longer than its cheaper rivals. The fabric also has three levels of 
padding, Quilted which is the thinnest of the padding and helps keep the pack size and weight down. Then padded, which 

gives added comfort and finally extreme padded which gives the absolute maximum of comfort available.

Pack Away Frames and Carry Bags
Every chair in this range (except the Surrey) has a pack away frame to make the pack size smaller. These frames simply 
collapse and fold into a small pack size making them easier to carry and store away when not in use. The Surrey (the 
directors chair) simply folds flat allowing it to be carried and stored easily when not in use. They all (except the Surrey) also 
come complete with their own colour coded carry bag which makes them even easier to store away but also offers extra 
protection for your chair helping them to last even longer. 

Premium Aluminium and Steel Frames
All items in this range have the same premium, pack away frames. They are a mixture of aluminium and steel, but all feature 
the premium electro plated coating which gives added durability and protection against the weather helping them last 
longer. All the frames pack away to allow for smaller pack sizes, which makes them easier to store away.

RANGE FEATURES RANGE FEATURES 
The Quest Elite® Autograph range is a premium range of pack away furniture.

They use the premium materials to give maximum comfort alongside pack and fold away frames to 
make the pack size smaller. They are the perfect solution for those after small pack sizes but do not 

want to compromise on comfort.

Scan me to 
find out 
more

Or follow the link below
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Quest Elite® Autograph Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F3030B : The Cleveland : This is all about comfort. The extreme 
padded fabric gives maximum comfort and the size and shape of the 
chair gives you that armchair comfort in a pack away format. Finished 
with its own carry bag. Perfect for those after the highest levels of 
comfort available. 

F3027B : The Surrey : A classic directors chair with an excellent fold 
out side table. Quilted for the perfect balance of comfort, weight and 
pack size.

F3020B : The Cumbria : A pack away recliner. This has a reclining 
back for added comfort, but folds away into its own carry bag for a 
smaller pack size.

F3021B : The Dorset : A larger version of the classic camping chair. 
Made larger for added comfort and uses the quilted fabric for a perfect 
balance of comfort, weight and pack size. Finished with its own carry 
bag.

F3025B : The Kent : The extreme padded version of QTex weave 
fabric gives this chair more comfort. It wraps around you when you sit 
in it giving extra warmth and comfort. It packs down to a very small size 
making it perfect when space is at a premium, but you still want the 
added levels of comfort.

F3029B : The Devon : The perfect stool and foot rest in one. It is a 
full strength stool that packs away into its own carry case. It can also be 
used as a foot stool for any of the Autograph range.

F3032 : The Somerset : A unique fold-out quick bed, the Somerset 
comes in an amazingly small pack size and folds out and zips into place 
in seconds. Featuring the same premium quality fabric and colour way 
as the rest of the Autograph range it fits in perfectly and is great to use 
camping, caravanning or even at home when you need an extra bed 
in a hurry.

F3030B

F3027B

F3020B F3021B

F3025B

F3029B

F3032
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RANGE FEATURES RANGE FEATURES 
The Westfield Outdoors® range represents the very best furniture available today.

They combine the very best materials and manufacturing processes together to create the perfect 
folding furniture. Backed with the very best 5 year warranty available they will out perform all of their 

rivals.

DuraDore 3D mesh Fabric
The Avantgarde and Performance ranges from Westfield Outdoors have a unique fabric called DuraDore 3D mesh. This is 
simply the most advanced and performant fabric available today. It is a padded fabric that is made for the outdoors. Firstly 
it is a stretch material that is more durable than other materials so will last longer and perform better. The stretch nature of 
the fabric also means that it is more comfortable than non-stretch fabric and will last longer as it will give when used and 
bounce back when not used. It is better against UV damage thanks to its natural structure and the advanced UV coating.
The other unique feature about it is that it has a porous fibreglass pad, rather than a standard foam one. This means 
that the base fabric,, plus the underlying padding is porous it allows moisture through rather than soaking it up. This in 
turn means that even if the chair is left out in the rain it will dry within 5 minutes. The porous nature also means that it is 
breathable making it much more comfortable on hot days as well, so this is the very best padded fabric available, built for 
any weather.

DuraLight Frames
DuraLight is another unique material for Westfield Outdoors. It is a magnesium and aluminium alloy which is lighter and 
stronger than aluminium. This makes it the best frame available as it is lighter and stronger than its rivals. The alloy is also  
weather proof so will last longer. The incredible light weight nature of the frame allows the Avantgarde Noblesse chair to be 
the lightest, fully padded chair on the market, whilst the Advancer XL is the strongest (with its 200kg max load).

Class Leading - Euorpean Wide Warranty
Every chair in the Westfield range comes with a class leading 5 year warranty. The very best available. It gives you the very 
best cover possible, for the very best furniture possible. This is not only a class leading warranty, but also a European wide 
warranty, giving you extra cover and support when abroad.
If you are aborod in the European Union and you have an issue with your Westfield product, your issue will be looked at in 
the country you are located in. Unlike their rivals you do not have to wait to get home before getting support, Westfield will 
look into your issue in the country your are in and attempt to resolve it there and then, allowing you to continue enjoying 
your break, whilst the issue with your Westfield product is resolved.

Avantgarde and Performance
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Westfield Outdoors® Avantgarde and 
Performance Ranges

Details of the individual products in the range

F0065SL. The Noblesse SilverLine : This is simply the lightest 
and thinnest pack size, high back chair available. It is so light anyone 
can easily pick it up.

F0069SL. The Oblige SilverLine : Add  a leg rest to the noblesse 
chair turning it from chair, to chair, lounger or relaxer. It goes further 
than other leg rests by having 4 adjustable legs to give the very best 
position every time. Extremely lightweight and folds away.

F0067SL. The Aeronaught Relaxer SilverLine : This is all 
about comfort. It is a zero-gravity, step-less relaxer which allows you 
to relax at any angle, but it also has a unique frame and seat design 
allowing the fabric to form a wider and more comfortable seat than 
other relaxers.

F0051BL :  The Advancer XL : This chair is all about strength. 
With its class leading 200KG maximum load it is simply the strongest 
available.

F0067SL

F0051BL
F0065SL

F0069SL

Year
Warranty

Best in Class

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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DuraDore 2D Mesh Fabric
The Voyager and Ergolounger chairs use the 2D mesh version of the DuraDore fabric. It is the exact same base fabric as the 
3D mesh, but contains a standard foam pad rather than the fibreglass one. This gives us the same level of comfort as the 
3D mesh, but a lower price point in favour of a slightly lower performance. 

Premium Aluminium Frames
The Voyager and Ergolounger chairs use a premium grade aluminium to give the best possible balance between weight and 
strength. These frames outclass all others with the exception of the exclusive Westfield DuraLight frames.. Simply the best 
aluminium frames currently available.

Class Leading - Euorpean Wide Warranty
Every chair in the Westfield range comes with a class leading 5 year warranty. The very best available. It gives you the very 
best cover possible, for the very best furniture possible. This is not only a class leading warranty, but also a European wide 
warranty, giving you extra cover and support when abroad.
If you are aborod in the European Union and you have an issue with your Westfield product, your issue will be looked at in 
the country you are located in. Unlike their rivals you do not have to wait to get home before getting support, Westfield will 
look into your issue in the country your are in and attempt to resolve it there and then, allowing you to continue enjoying 
your break, whilst the issue with your Westfield product is resolved.

RANGE FEATURES RANGE FEATURES 
The Westfield Outdoors® range represents the very best furniture available today.

They combine the very best materials and manufacturing processes together to create the perfect 
folding furniture. Backed with the very best 5 year warranty available they will out perform all of their 

rivals.

Valencia

Scan me to 
find out 
more

Or follow the link below

http://www.questleisure.com/lz/fu
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Westfield Outdoors®  Valencia Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F0061(LBS/LGS) :  The Voyager : An excellent recliner chair 
with extremely high performance but a lower entry price. It will outlast 
all rivals and is only beaten by Westfield’s own Performance and 
Avantgarde ranges. Available in light blue smoke and light green smoke.

F0064(LBS/LGS) : ErgoLounger : This relaxer just looks stunning. 
Available in light blue smoke and light green smoke, it is a zero-gravity, 
step-less relaxer which allows you to relax at any angle, but it also has 
a unique frame and seat design allowing the fabric to form a wider and 
more comfortable seat than other relaxers.

F0064LGS

F0064LBS

F0061LBS

F0061LGS

Year
Warranty

Best in Class

FIRE
Retardant

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Quest Hampton Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F2025 F2026

F2024 : The Relax : The Hampton relax is the classic textilene zero 
gravity relaxer. It can be locked in any position to give you the perfect 
position every time and features the excellent Hampton two-tone 
textilene which elevates this above the cheaper textilene furniture.

F2025 : The Lounge : This lounger folds away to a small size and 
features full length elastics down both sides to give added comfort. It 
can be used completely flat, which allows it to be used as a bed or 
lounger, giving you extra options.

F2026 : The Recline : The recline is your standard, fold flat reclining 
chair, elevated to the Hampton level. First it uses the same excellent 
two-tone textilene which improves the look of the fabric by giving the 
textilene a deeper more professional tool. The textilene is an all weather, 
extremely durable material giving it great performance. The chair 
reclines allowing for added comfort and is completed with a build in 
head rest for that finishing touch.

F2024

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Quest Lakeside Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F2051 : The Festival : The classic quick and easy pack away chair. 
Adjustable arms and a cup holder give it added features whilst keeping 
its great value, extremely light weight and small pack size.

F2050 : The Concert : The larger camping chair with added 
comfort, adjustable arms and cup holder. A big step up from its smaller 
sibling the Festival, but still great value. 

F2072 : The Grassmere : This is a unique swivel back chair that 
gives you a great camping style chair with an added swivel back 
feature that gives you added comfort by automatically resting in the 
most comfortable position for your back.

F2071 : The Ambleside : This is a relaxer chair. It has two positions 
(upright and reclined) along with its clip on and off foot rest to give you 
a relaxer that packs away into its own carry bag.

F2051

F2050

F2072

F2071

F2071

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Quest Jet Stream Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F0104 : Grassmoor : A table and bench set that combines the solid 
build quality and performance into one package that folds away and 
the benches go inside the table making one small and easy pack. 

F0100 : Scafell : A classic chair with unbeatable strength and 
durability. Folds flat for easy storage.

F0103 : Fairfield : A round table with amazing strength that folds 
away for a flat pack that easy to store away.

F0102. : Skiddaw : Immensely strong table that folds away but can 
also be used at two different heights for added usability.

F0101 : Helvellyn : A larger version of the Skiddaw table. It sacrifices 
the two heights for added size and strength giving you an extremely 
larger and extremely strong table.

F0104

F0100 F0100

F0103

F0101

F0102

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Quest SuperLite Range
Details of the individual products in the range

155102B : Stow : An aluminium frame keeps the weight down, whilst 
the fact that the table top folds in half makes this an extremely small 
pack size and extremely easy to carry and move around. The table can 
also be used at two different heights. Table top size : 120 x 60 cm.

155103B : Shipston : A classic fold away table, quick easy and 
extremely lightweight. The handle makes it easy to carry and move 
around. The table top size is 49 x 72 cm.

155104B : Burford : The larger cousin of the Shipston, a classic fold 
away table, quick easy and extremely lightweight. The handle makes it 
easy to carry and move around. The table top size is 60 x 80 cm.

155105B : Witney : The low table in the range. The table top folds 
in half as well making this an extremely small pack size. Table top size 
: 40 x 60 cm.

155102B

155103B

155104B

155105B

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Quest SpeedFit Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F4843 : Evesham : This is the smallest table in the range with a table 
top size of 34 x 56cm. The table can be used at two different heights 
giving added flexibility.

F4845 : Brean : This  is the largest of the tables with a table top size of 
60 x 90 cm. The table can be used at two different heights and comes 
with an under table sling to hold magazines, phones and more . It also 
folds in half to make the pack size smaller.

F4849 : Cleeve : The middle sized table with a table top size of 40 x 
80 cm. The table can be used at two different heights and comes with 
an under table sling to hold magazines, phones and more .It also folds 
in half to make the pack size smaller.

2719KC : Gloucester : This is not truly a member of the SpeedFit 
range, but this fold away set is an excellent addition. It is a fully 
aluminium frame which helps keep the weight down. It has been 
redesigned to make it more stable than its predecessors and styled to 
match the rest of the SpeedFit range it looks as good as it performs. 
Four seats plus a large family sized table that packs away into its own 
carry case.

F4845

F4843

F4849

2719KC

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Quest Fleetwood Range
Details of the individual products in the range

F0019G :  Master : The largest table in the range with a table top 
size of 60 x 80 cm.. The master has a weatherproof solid plastic top and 
a powder coated steel frame. The table can be used at two different 
heights giving you added flexibility when needed.

F0020G :  Slatted : The classic folding table. Simple folds out or 
away in seconds. The entire table is weatherproof including the frame. 
Quick and easy, it folds flat when not in use making it easy to carry 
and store.

F0018G :  Low : A table top size of 37 x 52cm. and a height of 37cm 
gives you a small but perfectly formed package. The table is simplicity 
itself, simply unfold the legs and click the table top onto the legs and 
you are done.

F0016G : High : The taller version of the low. Same dimensions and 
features just with a height of 70cm. 

F0020G

F0019G

F0016G

F0018G

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
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Accessories
A selection of accessories for your awning, tent, shelter or furniture.

Cat No A2055 4 Piece clamp set

• Screw locks makes these stronger than its rivals • Premium 
quality • Easy to use • Universal use • Very strong grip • Size: 
8.5 x 3 x 3cm.

Cat No A0015 Canopy pole kit

• Create a sun canopy on your existing awning
• Simple and easy to use
• Just requires a secure , reinforced eyelet on your panel
• Universal in use
• Can be used on Dorado air awning, Hydra air drive away, 
All screen houses, Lyra 4 tent 

• The kit consists of :
2 x poles, 2 x guylines and 2 x pegs 

Cat No A0073 Rear poles (1 pair) 

• Better protection against drafts • Steel or aluminium 
• Quick and easy to use •  Universal use
• Puts pressure down the entire length of the pad

Storm poles 
• Extra strength, stability and a place to hang a light

• A0014: Dorado roof storm pole kit (includes bracket pad) 
• A0017: Short alu storm pole (2 sections : 135-190 cm.) 
• A0102SP: Long alu storm pole (3 sections 165 - 225cm)

Cat No A2058 Adjustable king poles (pair)

• Premium quality • Easy to use • 3 sections • Non slip ends
• Universal use • Quick lock - twist locks • Pin on top
• Length: 93 - 230 cm. • Diameter: 4 cm. • Weight: 0.49 kg.
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Accessories
A selection of accessories for your awning, tent, shelter or furniture.

Cat No A00838586P High volume bravo pump 

• High volume easy to use pump • Single or double action
• Pressure guage and dump valve • Easy-glide
• Super smooth pump action • Extremely easy to use

Cat No A0051 Westfield Electric Pump

• 12V Power • LCD Screen • Inflates and deflates 
• Screw in adapters for a better fit • Automatic shut off 
• Simply set the pressure and press go
• Size: 18 x 16 x 28 • Weight: 1.8 kg. • Cable length: 475 cm.

Cat No A2051 Deluxe draft skirt organiser

• High quality • Easy to use • Give added storage 
• Keeps drafts out of the awning • Length : 6m
• Multiple uses • Can be cut to fit size if required

Cat No A2050 Leisure vehicle wheel cover

• Universal fit • Easy to use • Fits in seconds
• Size: 65 x 64 x 21 cm. • Packed: 15 x 20 x 5 cm.
• Max wheel (inc. tyre) depth: 21 cm. width: 65 cm

Cat No A1002 Pop up inner tent

• Fits all sizes of Falcon porch and drive away awnings 
• Universal use • Pops up in seconds • Free standing
• Size : 188 x 170 cm. • Height: 135 cm.
• Packed : 75 x 75 x 10 cm.• Weight : 2.3 kg.

Cat No 4068 3 Berth universal inner tent

• Universal inner tent that fits many different models.
• Breathable upper fabric • PVC Floor
• Built in ventilation • Zipped door • Size: 200 x 180 cm.
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Caravan Covers 

A high quality caravan cover for caravan sizes between 360 - 750 cm. (11ft 9 - 24ft 7). This caravan cover has three layers 
giving it excellent performance against the weather and protection for your caravan. 
The first (inner) layer is a softer material which gives extra protection too your caravan. This is the layer that touches your 
caravan and helps cushion the entire caravan when in use. The second (middle) layer is the breathable layer. This is the 
layer that gives the material its breathable properties which helps protect the caravan from moisture, mould, algae and 
condensation. The third (outer) layer is a more durable UV coated layer which gives you the added protection from the weather 
and helps keep your caravan looking great for longer.

4342G: 360 - 420 cm (11'9'' - 13'9'')
4343G: 420 - 510 cm (18'8'' - 20'8'')

4344G: 510 - 570 cm (13'9'' - 16'8'')
4345G: 570 - 630 cm (20'8'' - 22'7'')

4346G: 630 - 690 cm (16'8'' - 18'8'')
4347G: 690 - 750 cm (22'7' - 24'7'')

Includes
Free Hitch

Cover

Accessories
A selection of accessories for your awning, tent, shelter or furniture.

Cat No SP2112 Towing Cover

A great accessory for keeping the front of your caravan 
protected from exhaust emissions and road debris. Smart, 
sleek and stylish design, with high quality materials and 
natural grey colour way. 

Be sure to keep your vehicle clean and save hassle having to 
clean your front windows upon arrival to the site or home by 
making sure you are using one of our amazing cover. Com-
plete with adjustable straps, lights (batteries not included), 
tow hitch strap and a great durable material this will surely 
be on every caravaners wishlist.
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Accessories
A selection of accessories for your awning, tent, shelter or furniture.

Cat No A0064 Pet Anchor

• Solid steel • Secure staking point • Diameter: 8mm.
• Anti-tangle lead connector • Length: 40 cm. 

Cat No A2035B
Outer 2 x 200
Black high grip 
solid plastic peg

• High quality
• Easy To use 
• Dual hook points
• High level of grip
• Easy drive shaft
• Length: 22 cm.
• Diameter: 15mm.
• Bulk box of 200

Cat No A2033B Hard ground solid metal peg

• High quality • Solid metal easy drive shaft • Head anchor 
point • Peg puller point • Length: 25 cm. • Diameter: 7mm.

Cat No A2034B Hex head, drillable peg

• High quality • Solid metal shaft • Hard plastic top
• Drillable (13mm hex head) to make it easier to use
• Head anchor point • Peg puller point • Length: 20 cm.

Cat No A2037 Peg puller

• High quality • Easy To use 
• Makes pulling pegs from the ground 
easier and quicker.

Cat No A2032B Twisted Screw Pegs

• High quality • Sclid metal shaft • Hard plastic top 
• Screws into ground for extra grip • Head anchor point 
• Peg puller point • Length: 25 cm.• Diameter: 7mm. 

Cat No A2036B Groundsheet peg

• High Quality • Easy To Use 
• Peg puller point for easy removal
• Length: 9 cm. • Diameter: 5mm.

Cat No A2038 Deluxe Pet Anchor with lead

• Solid steel • Secure staking point • Complete with pet lead
• Anti-tangle lead connector • Lead length: 450 cm.
• Anchor Length: 40 cm. • Diameter: 8 mm.
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Drive away kits  
• Easy disconnection from a vehicle • Two sizes available 
• No need to unpeg the awning first • Can be cut to size
• 1 x Double edge beading (3m) 4 x 75 cm figure of eight 

• 120003: 4 - 6mm  • 120004: 6 - 6mm

Cat No A2052 Magnetic Drive Away Kit

• Makes connecting and disconnectong from a motor home 
easier • Can be used on both 4 and 6mm connections
• Universal use • Length: 285 cm • Weight: 1.7 kg

Cat No 7035 Awning Tie Down Kit

• Extra long webbing strap 
• Large ground anchors
• Strong metal spring
• Includes storage bag

Bungee cords 
• Strong elastic •  Black ball on end

• CT3179 : 5mm x 4” x 10PCS
• CT3180 : 5mm x 6” x 10PCS
• CT3181 : 5mm x 8” x 10PCS

Accessories
A selection of accessories for your awning, tent, shelter or furniture.

Cat No 100029 Table clips

 A great idea and huge sales year after year cannot be 
wrong. Great for holding tablecloths to tables and giving 
colour coded drink holders.

Cat No 09200 Stick Table

Just stick it onto the ground, instant table, job done, 
complete with an anti-slip top which really works.
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Accessories
A selection of accessories for your awning, tent, shelter or furniture.

Cat No 124900 Furniture Bag

Our oversized furniture bag, big enough for two comfort, 
recline or easy chairs or easily fit one of the lounge beds or 
relax chairs.

Cat No F2063 Atlas Carry Cart

The perfect carry cart. Folds away when not in use. Strong 
enough to carry two small children, or camping accessories, 
furniture, plants and more.

Cat No 118914DP Clamp on  SunShade

This clamp on sunshade has lots of different uses, with its 
posable arm allowing it to be used in many different posi-
tions and adjustable clamp it can be used on prams, chairs, 
golf trolleys and more. Gives excellent protection from the 
suns harmful U.V. rays..

Cat No E0071
LED Lantern

An excellent, very bright collapsible lantern. Simply pull up 
up to activate the light and push down to close and turn off. 
Battery operated and come in three colours.
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